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(i) 
ABSTRter 
A fossil assenblage, characterised by reef-forming 
archaeocyathids and calcareous algae, of Iaver canbrian age 
is present in the carlxmate and shale nerrbers in the Forteau 
fornation of the Labrador Series, ~ed along the southern 
ooast of Labrador. 
Nineteen s_pecies of archaeocyathids are described 
and assigned to e.ight g;mera. New taxa conprise one new g;mus 
(Sigrrosyringocyathus) and four species. Seven arc::haeocyathid 
species are reported for the first tine from Labrador Canbrian 
strata. 'lbe present study S\l~sts re-establishing Qmus 
Exocyathus which was eliminated by V.J. Okulitch in 1946; and 
the elimination of Qmus Claruscyathus Vologdin, 1932. 
Fossil calcareous algae conprise seven species and 
are assigned to four genera. Four new species including a 
dasyclad alga, Seletonella forteauensis nov. sp., are reported. 
other fossils including trilobites, brachiopods, and 
cephalopods, p.resent in the Forteau formation are also described. 
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CHAPrER I 
mrroDUCTION 
ux:::ATION AND ARFA 
The regional setting of the thesis area is in southem 
labrador along the northem ooast of the Strait of Belle Isle. The 
area oovers a surface extent of awroxinately 200 square miles, and 
lies bebJeen North Latitu:le 51°23' and 51°38', and W:st Ioogitude 
56°42' and 57°15' (Plate 1). 
PREVIOOS ~ 
Although the area to be discussed has been well-known 
for its archaeocyathid fossils, for over a hlmdred years very few 
_ g30logists have visited it. 
The · first g30l~gist to visit the area was o. M. Lieber 
in 1860. One year later, in 1861, Janes Richardson of the Gaol~cal 
SUrvey of Canada nade an extensive study of the canbrian_ geology in 
the area and collected archaeocyathid fossils; \mfort1.mately nost of 
his archaeocyathid fossils were lost when the ship on which they 
were bei?g transported to ~ntreal sank. The results of Richardson's 
work were presented by E. Billings in 1862 and w. Logan in 1863. In 
1872 T. C. W=ston was sent by Sir William logan to the northern ooast 
of the Strait of Belle Isle to collect additional Lower cambrian 
fossils, and his collection arrived safely in ~ntreal. 
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In 1891, A.S. Packard published his ~rk on the. geography 
of the Labrador coast, which inclmes sone geological c::bservations. 
R.A. Daly visited this part of the coast in 1900, and nade sene 
. g3Ilera1 observations on its geology. 
C. Schuchert and W.H. Twenhofel in 1910, and c.o. Dunbar 
and T.S. Lovering in 1920 stmied the stratigraphy of the southern 
coast of Labrador and proposed the nane Labrador Series for the 
Canbrian sedinentary sequence found in the area. Schuchert and 
Dunbar in stratigraphY of Western Newfoundland, Mmoir 1, published 
in 1934 by the G=ol~gical Society of Anerica, subdivided 'b~e Labrador 
Series into two fo:mations: a lower Braoore Ebnration conprising 
sandstones, and an upper Ebrteau Ebnmtion IYSde up of linestooes and 
shale. Altrough in this publication only a brief description was 
. given of the Labrador Series in the area, this Mmoir has been nost 
helpful to the present writer 1 s ~rk both in the field as well as 
in the laboratory. 
Since the p.lblicati~"'l of Schuchert 1 s and Dunbar 1 s book 
in 1934, little new ~rk has been done on this portion of the 
northern coast of the strait of Belle Isle. In 1951, A.M. Christie 
napped and studied the_ geology of the southern coast of Labrador 
from Ebrteau Bay to cape Porcupine. Ibwever his report of the 
!J::Mer canbrian Labrador Series contained no new infonmtion but 
rather repeated Schuchert 1 s and Dunbar 1 s omervations. 
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The writer wishes to express his sincere_ gratitude to 
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CHAPrER II 
PHYSI()G[W>HY 
Physi~grafily of the thesis area is larg:lly controlled 
by the lithol~gy of the bedrock of the area. Underly~g the whole 
area is a stable "granite" nass which fontS the extrene south-
eastern exposed nargjn of the canadian Shield. This stable ."granite" 
nass belongs to the Precanbrian Grenville Series which in this area 
is nostly granite'· granitic gneiss, and gneiss, and smws a very 
gentle relief with the elevations of its undulating surface ranging 
from near sea-level to slightly over five hundred feet in height. 
OVerlying the Precanbrian crystalline basement is a series of IDwer 
Canbrian sedinentary rocks, terned the labrador Series. These sedi-
nentary beds are nostly horizontal except locally where strata dip 
gently southward towards the Strait of Belle Isle. This seaward 
inclination where present is very sl.ight with dip angles ranging 
up to only five degrees, but further inland even this lCM inclination 
is no lcnger retained and the dip angle is so lCM as to be mureasur-
able. 
The napped area as a whole is snooth to. ·gently roll~g 
as contrasted with the ru.gged granitic tOJ?.Ography found further in-
land and beyond the eastern and western ends of the area. AlCJ?g 
the coast lire at Point Anour and Forteau Point the headlands rise 
out of the sea in gentle slopes and continue to he:lghts of alxmt 
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six htmdred feet above sea-level. The renaineer of the coast line 
at capstan Island, from L'anse au Diable to L'anse au roup, and 
from L 1 anse au Clair to Blanc Sablan is guarded on the seaward side 
by oold cliffs of Bradore quartzitic sandstone three to four htmdred 
feet in height. Inland from the coast line the area rises to nearly 
e_ight hundred feet in height, with the exception of a small hill at 
the heads of L 1 anse au Ioup and L 1 anse au Diable Valleys which rises 
to an altitude of 1,117 feet. 
The area is transected by several southeastward fla-~~g 
rivers into four blocks of different sizes. These rivers, from the 
east to the west, are: L'anse au Diable River, L 1 anse au Ioup River, 
Forteau River, and Blanc Sablan River; and are fed with rain and nelt 
water I'llilrli?g dCMn the slopes of the ~gged hills north of the napped 
area. These rivers enpty into either coves or bays where they reach 
the Strait of Belle Isle. Bays or coves considered to be of stream 
erosion origin include L 1 anse au Diable Bay, L 1 anse au Ioup Bay, 
Forteau Bay, and Blanc Sablan Bay. Short, snaller streams whose 
headwateJ:·s do not reach the "granite" inland area enpty into the 
Strait of Belle Isle at L'anse Anour Bay, and L'anse au Clair Bay. 
River valleys of L'anse au Diable River, L'anse au roup River, For-
teau River, and Blanc Sablan River are relatively wide, U-shaped, 
and underlain by the sane crystalline basenent which is exposed in 
the rolling hills also found in the valleys. Although the valleys 
are wide, the channels of these rivers are narrc:M and deep probably 
··~ <·: 
· .. 
t• . .. 
'·' 
, ,: 
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as a result of the lithologic cxmt.rol of topography :in the napped 
area. Lakes and rapids am distributed alon9 these rivers and :in 
valleys, and am believed to be topographic features resul~g from 
the irregularity of the erosional surface of the granitic basenent. 
Tributaries that flCM dcMn the steep sides of the U-shaped valley 
am seen to jo:in the rra:in streans at right angles. These tributaries 
are short and nany am :intermittent. 
On hills thro?ghout the area terraces and cliffs, from 
twenty to thirty feet in height, have been fonred thro.ugh differ-
ential erosion of the Forteau Fornation. Terraces were forned both 
at places where the hard resistant Bradore sandstone was overla:in 
by less resistant Forteau Fo.rnation beds and where shale and line-
stone interbeds of the Middle lwEnber overlie the nore resistant 
archaeocyathid reef linestones of the rower Menber of the Forteau 
F\:>.rnation. These terraces were first observed by Twenhofel and 
Schuchert and were interpreted as elevated narine terraces. Later, 
in 1920, Dunbar pointed out that these terraces were forned tlL.1"'0ugh 
differential erosion in unequally resistant flatlying strata. The 
present wri ter agrees with the latter interpretation. Cliffs were 
forned in the sane way as the terraces through differential erosion. 
The resistant archaeocyathid reefs of the Ebrteau Fornation am cliff-
forming. 
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The only evidence observed of glacial activity in the 
napped area is huge erratics of Bradote sandstone and Ptecanbrian 
granitic rocks seen :resting on top of Forteau foiTIE.tion on sorre 
of the hills. 
The napped area shcMs no evidence of tectonic dis-
turbance; however several epeirogenic novenents in Post-canbrian 
tine raised the area above sea-level eJq?Osing the Paleozoic 
sequence to subaerial agents of erosion • 
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CHAPrER III 
STRATIGW>HY 
Sedi.nentary rocks of laver canbrian age a:re present 
throughout nest of the mapped a:rea. This Lower Canbrian sedinen-
tacy sequena=, naned the I.a!:lrador Series by Schudlert and Dunbar 
(1934), has been divided into two fonrations: a laver Bradore 
Ebntation whidl cx:mtains very ooarse sandstooe with local felds-
:;·[~j: pathic cx:mgloneratic quartzite beds that weather to a reddish 
:·. · -.- ~ . 
. ··~ 
._ .. , . 
.. · ·. 
colour; and an upper Ebrteau Ebrrnation which is ccmposed of arch-
aecx::yathid reefs, dolomites, alternations of linestone and shale, 
• • II • • • and fossJ.ll.ferous oolitic l:urestones • 
I. PROCAM3RIAN: Precanbrian rocks belon~g to the Grenville Series 
a:re exposed along the coast from west St. M:>deste to Bradore Bay, ex-
oopt at the headlands at Point Anour and Forteau Point where the tops 
of the Precanbrian basenent oonplex are below sea-level and not seen. 
The Precanbrian is chief! y a pinki~ granite and granitic. gneiss. At 
capstan Island and L'anse au Diable the gneissic structure of this 
l:OCk is ver.y oonspicuous and belts of dark coloured pyroxene and/or 
a.npti.bole gneiss are present. At Bradore Bay the Precanbrian conplex 
exhibits well-developed schistose structure, and sillinanite needles 
are found in this schistose rock. 
• . 1.• .. ,: 
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II. BRADORE R>Rr-M'ICN: The Bradore Fornatioo rests horizontally 
but nanconfornably an the underlying Precanbrian granite. At the 
base of this fonmtian is a thin canglonerate. Thickness of this 
basal conglonerate varies from one to four inches, which is also 
the size range of the pebbles that rrake up this conglonerate. This 
size relatiooship seens to indicate that the pebbles originally 
covered the weathered surface of the Precanbrian landnass as a thin 
pebble sheet. After Canbrian subnergence of the Precanbrian land-
ness this thin sheet of pebbles was buried by Bradore clastic sedi-
nents. The basal conglonerate is nade up of pebbles of granite and 
quartzite with minor accessory cxmstituents including In3.gnetite and 
micas, all firmly held together by a siliceous oonent. The basal 
conglonerate is not everywhere readily observed in the napped area, 
.. . •. . . .. . . . . ' • . · -··- --.. . . . . . . . . . . .. ...... - --· ../,. " '- . - . . 
Figure 1. Basal conglonerate at the contact 
between Bradore Fornation and Pre-
canbrian basenent conplex. 
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despite the fact that blocks of it oonncnly are found in the field. 
The ooly outcrop located by the writer was found at Blanc Sabloo, 
where the oontact of the Bradore Fbrnatian with the Precanbrian 
basernmt coincides with sea-level. OVerlying the thin basal coo-
. glomerate is a COal.'"Se quartzitic sandstone which is cross-bedded. 
This quartzitic sandstooe is very rich in fresh feldspar and granite 
fragnents derived from the P:recanbrian basenent. These feldspar 
fragnents are so abundant that they_ give the rock a spotted pinkish 
appearance. This quartzitic sandstone persists vertically thro:ugh-
out the Bradore Fornatian and is distributed horizontally across the 
napped area. Tc:Mards the UH;)Err part of the fornatian the quartzi tic 
sandstcne decreases in feldspar cx:mtent, which finally results in a 
clean quartzite facies that occupies the uppernost part of the Bra-
dore Fornatian. 
Microscopic study shows that the sandstone of the Bradore 
Fbnration was nade up of poorly sorted, angular, nostly quartz and 
feldspar, sand grains. Grain size of this sedinent ranges from 125 
microns to Srnn in dianeter. In places the coarse_ grains are very 
abundant and the rock nay be ~garded as a conglomeratic sandstone. 
Throughout the whole formation the sandstme is free of argillaceous 
naterial and the interstices are filled only with fine quartz and 
felds~ grains in addition to siliceous cenent. In certain layers 
of the fornatian the unsorted sand grains are so closely packed that 
the_ grains appear to be interlocked. 
.:~;. . 
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Thicknesses of beds in the Brachre Fornation vary from one-
eighth of an inch to three feet. Cross be~g is ooimDn throughout 
the Bradore Formation. The only evidenoo of o_rganic activity is lang 
tube-like ''worm bun:t:MS" known as Skolithos linealis (Plate 4, Figs. 
112) 1 which occur at various horizons of the formation. 
The top of the Bradore Fornation is narked by a thin bed 
of oonglarerate. 
III. FORI'EAU FORMM'I<N: The Forteau Formatim rests conformably on 
the Bradore Formation. The boundal:y between Bradore and Forteau Fonn-
atians is placed at the first appea.ranoo of a dolomite bed which is 
found innediately above the thin bed of oonglonerate that narks the 
top of Bradore Forna.tion. In the napped area the Forteau Forna.tian 
can be subdivided into three zreniJers: a lc:mer dolomitic nenber which 
locally na.y or na.y not include archaeocyathid reefs; a middle zreniJer 
oorcposed of alternations of shale and lirrestone beds; and an upper 
rrenber of oolitic lirrestone with a higher level archaeocyathid reef 
at the tq>. 
A. IcMer .M:mber: The lower dolomite rrenber is na.inly a greyish-red 
dolomite which emi.bits nunerous vertical ''worm burrCMS". These traoo 
fossils 1 burrowed in the carl:>ana.te mJd by sone unknown organism, are 
hour:-glass shaped with two extremities neasuring up to 30nm india-
neter, and a narrc:M "neck" with a rnaxinum dianeter of about lOnm. These 
·:· 
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burrows wem filled with a_ greyish-brown pri.na:ry sedinent that t>~as 
mccystallized into seccndaJ:y euhedral rllanbic dolomite crystals 
locked in a mOdish-brown ferz:uginous natrix. M::>st of the :rock is 
oonposed of clear dolomite crystals. The fossil content in this :rock 
varies quantitatively in diffeJ:ent localities, and usually the fossil 
fragnents ate so minute as to be only observed under a microscope. 
Glauoonite flakes and the calccu:eous ~ga Solenopora tayloieriSis nov. sp. 
am the chief minor CCilStituents of this :rock. 
The dolomite bed usually is platy and in pla~ is 
cnmpled. 
(i) ~-level Archaeocyathid ~fs: Archaeocyathid :reef bodies 
in the Laver ~r of the Forteau Ebnnation cx:nveniently nay be 
tenred the Iaaler-I.evel Archaeocyathid Reefs for the pw:p::>se of dis-
tinguishing them f:rorn :reefs that occupy a higher horizcn in the 
Forteau Ebrnatian. These :reefs border the napped atea alo:flg the coast 
f:rorn w=st St. M:rleste to Long Point ooinciding with the curved rim of 
the sedinentary nass. They zest an the dolomite beds that conprise 
the base of the Forteau Ebrmation. Thicknesses of the Iower-I.evel 
Archaeocyathid Reefs ate variable, but in general they thin landward, 
and further inland disappear with the basal dolomite beds bei:flg over-
lain directly by the Middle ~r of the Ebrteau Fornaticn. Reef 
bodies at Fox Cove, Point Anour, Forteau Point and Lcng Point ate con-
spicuously thick, and the :reefoid structm:e is well developed in these 
~ T,_ 
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localities. Thicknesses of :reefs fran these localities :neasure: 
locality: Ebx Cove Point Anour Forteau Point ~g Point 
Thickness: 45 ft. 25+ ft. 52 ft. 30 ft. 
Elevation 
of base of 
:reef above base belcM 
sea-level 0 ft. sea-level 30 ft. 140 ft. 
These reefs am red in colour, oonposed of archaeocyathid 
cx:>lonies, Salterella linestone lenses, fossiliferous clastic linestone, 
thinly laminated ·red shale, and "pockets" of microcr:ystalline li:nestone. 
Shales or clastic linestcnes that cap a reef body usually dip quaquaver-
sally CMaY from the centre of the :reef in ~gles that r~ge up to as 
steep as forty ~g:rees. In places h_igh reefoid foms reachi:flg he~ghts 
of 30 feet am seen to be oonposed of several snail reef bodies resting 
one an top of another, but separated by thin beds of shale or clastic 
linestone. S~gle large reef bodies with a height of 30 feet am also 
present. 
Re£>f 
.... 
, 
~ ... f\ 
.- ' . 
\ "' . 
. - --- - '>-. 
Figure 2. 
' • .a
Sketch of a knoll...;shaped reef 
body capped by quaquaversally 
dipping shale bed. 
··:.-: r 
. .. ·.· 
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B. Middle Manber: The middle nenber of ·the Forteau Forna.tian oom-
prises alternations of fossiliferous clastic linestone and shale. The 
Middle M:nber d:Uectly overlies archaeocyathid reefs of the ~ 
M:nber at places where these reefs are present; alternatively the 
Middle Menber overlies the dolomite beds where archaeocyathid J:eefs 
are absent. 
The shale in this nenber is greenish-grey in colour and 
oontains abundant trilobite emskeletans, brachiopod and cephalopod 
shells. In the shale there are mmerous thin layers of oonoentric-
ringed structures, seemingly of algal origin but not positively 
identified. The linestane beds are oonposed of dark grey fossiliferous 
clastic linestane containing trilobite emskeletans, brachiopod and 
cephalopod shells. Glauconite. grains and minute fr~gnents of arch-
aeocyathid cups are present as minor constituents. The rock contains 
lao~ anounts of silt but is free of argillaceous naterial, and the line-
stone is clean in appearance. 
The total thickness of the Middle M;nber varies between 
40 and 50 ft. and it thins seaward • 
c. Upper Manber: The uppenrost part of the Ebrteau Forrratian is 
chiefly oooposed of beds of oolitic linestone, fossiliferous clastic 
linestone, and a platy ardlaeocyathid reef which by its fonn :resenbles 
a shelf margin reef conplex. This platy reef will be referred to as 
the Higher-revel Archaeocyathid Reef in this thesis. 
·<llf 
. :·: . 
. .. · 
::..~:::.;-=~:· 
.· .. {l.~~ t~ 
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The oolitic linestone beds in the Upper .Menber include 
II 
several lirrestone layers showing various microfacies: oolitic line-
stone; oolitic algal linestone; oolitic Girvanella linestone; 
II 
oolitic Girvanella-Salterella linestone; and microcrystalline line-
stone. Vertically these microfacies may occur in repeated succes-
sions with little apparent arrang:ment or order. Laterally they 
change abruptly and are difficult to trace. 
Microscopic study of thin sections of the oolitic linestones 
reveals that the oolites are enbedded in a na.trix of clear mi.crocz:ys-
talline calcite. Dianeters of oolites range from 0. 2nm to 1. Onm, 
altho:ugh at Taylor's Gllch oolites with dianeters up to 2.0nm are fo\n'ld 
in a salterella-bear~g linestone, but these do not occur as an inport-
ant oonstituent of the rock. The oolites show both canoentric and 
II 
radiating intemal structures. Sone oolites are dolomitized and in 
these well-crystallized euhedral dolomite cz:ystals obscure the internal 
structure. 
(i) Higher-revel Archaeocyathid Reefs: The Higher-Ievel Ardl-
aeocyathid Reefs appear to have developed as a shelf nargin reef conplex. 
They are now nostly cxmoealed under a soil oover and vegetation. The 
reefs usually are_ grey in colour, although red-ooloured reef bodies 
frequently occur adjoining the_ grey-ooloured ones. The reef linestone 
in the Higher-Ievel Reefs contains a higher anount of nud than the 
~r-Ievel Reefs, and the argillaceous fraction ranges up to twenty-five 
·. - :: :~~~: : . 
. . . -·. ~ ·.: ·:·-·· 
·.:::,.: · 
.. -~·_;:. : . 
.. .. :· .. 
-: ,,., 
: -~--
· . .. ·
._ .. <. 
. . . -~ 
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per cent of the total weight of the rock. Despite the higher nrud 
content the higher archaeocyathids apparently developed into a 
larger size than those in the ~r-Level Reefs, and pycnoidocyathids 
neasuring up to 80nm at their widest cup dianeter are quite cx:mncn. 
One of the largest pycnoidocyathid specinens oollected neasw:es 200nm 
across. 
The Higher-Level Archaeocyathid Reefs were always fomd 
to be capped by beds of a platy clastic linestone made up of frag-
nented aJ:Chaeocyathid skeletons and other associated fossils. In 
the thesis area this clastic linestone marks the top of Forteau 
Fon"Cation. 
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Plate 3 
Figure 1. 'lhin beds of cross-bedded ooarse sand-
stone in the Bracbre formaticn. Head 
of Forteau Valley, Forteau, Labrador. 
Figure 2. Calcitic veins and red colow:ed oon-
centric bands eJCpOSed on an erosicnal 
surface at the base of Bradore form-
ation. Forteau, Labrador. 
. .. ·~·~:·n: . 
. · .... ~ :~i. 
· · ·~:~ . 
. ·:·:~~: : 
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F.igure l. 
Figure 2. 
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Plate 4 
Thick platy sandstone and thin-bedded sand-
stone at the upper part of the Bradore fonn-
ation. Long tubes of Skolithos are seen, 
many penetrating the bedding planes . English 
Point, Forteau Bay, Labrador. 
Upper o~gs of nurrerous densely packed 
Skolithos linealis on the bedding plane of 
a sandstone block belonging to the Bradore 
fo:rma.tion. Forteau, Labrador. 
21 
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Plate 5 
Cross-bedded coarse sandstone at the base 
of Bradore fo:rmat..ian. Forteau, Labrador. 
Thick-bedded sandstone inteme~ with 
thin beds of sandstone in the Bradore 
formation. English Point, Forteau Bay, 
Labrador. 
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Plate 6 
The bomdacy between the Bradore and Forteau 
1 ~~ ~ -~ ~L-fonraticns can be, see."'l a...mg •. .uc: '-'-¥ v.a. uat: 
thick bed of quartzite. Blanc Sablal, Quebec. 
IaEr part of the ~Level Al:chaeocyathid 
Reefs, shc:Ming red shale and angular breccia 
of the IG1er M:mber dolani.te beds. Blanc Sablan, 
Quebec. 
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Plate 7 
Figure 1. Platy dolomi.te beds expo;ed at English 
Point, Forteau Bay, labrador. 
Figw:e 2. Altemations of shale and linestcme of 
the Middle Menber of Forteau fonnaticn. 
Taylor's Gulch, Labraoor . 
. :"·. 
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Figure 1. 
Figur:e 2. 
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Plate 8 
Well developed reefoid form with platy clastic 
l..i.nestooe in the IcMer-Ievel Archaeocyathid 
Reefs. Point Anour Light House 1 Labrador. 
Archaeocyathid reefs en platy dolomite 
beds 1 laver M:rrber 1 Forteau fonnatian. 
Point An:our Light House 1 Labrador. 
-,:; 
. . 
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Plate 9 
!ewer-Level Archaeocyathid Reefs eJ!PC>Sed 
close to the shoreline. Point Arrour Light 
House, Labrador. 
~r-I.evel Archaeocyathid Reefs capped by 
platy clastic linestane. Point Anour Light 
House, Labrador. 
• . . ·. :~ 
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Plate 10 
Figure 1. Cliff fo:rrred of the Higher-level Arch-
aeocyathid Reefs. L 1 anse Anour, Labrador. 
Figure 2. Cliff forned of the Higher-Level Arch-
aeocyathid Reefs. L 1 anse Anour, Labrador. 
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Plate 11 
Figure 1. Higher-level Ardlaeocyathid Reefs exposed 
at a lCM cliff. East of L'anse au Clair, 
Labrador. 
Figure 2. Higher-Level Archaeocyathid Reefs. East 
of L'anse au Clair' Labrador • 
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CHAPrER IV 
The Forteau fornatian is a fossil-rich rock unit. In-
vertebrate fossils collected from this formation belong to the 
fol.lcMi.ng phyla: 
PHYLUM AlOiAEOCYATHA ------------ 19 species 
PHYLUM BRACHIOPO~ -------------- 3 species 
Pffi.LUM MOLLUSCA ----------------- 3 species 
PHYLUM .ARr'HOOPODA --------------- 2 species 
Plant fossils, all of which are calcareous algae, also are present 
throughout the whole formation. They belong to: 
DIV J.SION RHODOPHYTA ------------- 2 species 
DIVISION CHLOROPHYTA ~---------- 1 species 
DIVISION SCHIZO~P~ -------- 5 species 
In the present writer's work ItDSt attention was directed to 
Phylum Archaeocyatha and the algal divisions. 
The archaeocyathid fauna of the thesis area generally is 
quite well-known to paleontologists. The first actual discovery of 
this fossil group was rracle in 1845 by Captain H.W. Bayfield, who 
thought that he found a species of the fossil coral Cyathophyllum. 
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Billings {1861) was the first palecntologist to descrilie and use the 
term A:tchaeocyathus when he described a spec.i.nen collected by Richard-
son from L'anse au Loup. In 1886, Walcott described archaeocyathid 
fossils under the hea~g "Sponges". 
Archaeocyathid collections from the thesis area were 
thoroughly studied and described by V.J. Okulitch in 1943. In his 
North Anerican Pleospongia, Special Paper No. 48, published by The 
Geological SOCiety of Anerica, Okulitch listed 14 species, considered 
them to bel~g to phylum Porifera, and proposed the Class Pleo~gia 
to include these fossils. Okulitch 's list of species of Labrador 
archaeocyathids include: 
Archaeocyathus atlanticus Billings 
canbrocyathus profundus {Bil~gs) 
C. loupensis Okulitch 
c. anourensis Okuli tch 
C. orthoconicus Okulitch 
c. dissepinentalis Okulitch 
Ajacicyathus profundorni..Irus Okulitch 
Protopharetra dunbari Okulitch 
P. sp. 
M:tethnophyllum labradorensis Okulitch 
Archaeosycon billingsi {Walcott) 
A. vesiculosum Okulitch 
Exocyathus canadensis Okulitch 
E. regularis Okulitch 
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The G:nus Canbrocyathus was later altered to Pycnoidoc.yathus (Okulitch, 
1950). 
A list of archaeocyathids collected and identified by the 
present writer is given in Table 1. 
Localities at whidl ardlaeocyathid fossils were collected 
a:re illustrated in Plate 62. The distribution of collected fossil 
species from these localities is tabulated in Plate 63. 
Several species previously reported by Okulitch from the 
thesis area were not collected by ne and include: 
Pycnoidocyathus (Canbrocyathus) orthoa:micus (Okulitch) 
P. dissepinentalis (Okulitch) 
Protophal:etra dunbari Okulitdl 
~tethrrophyllurn labradorensis Okulitch 
Exocyathus :regularis Okulitch 
..P.rdlaeosyoon vesiculosum c»rulitdl 
Seven species f.rorn the list of the present writer's arch-
aeocyathid fossil oollections are reported for the first tine fran 
Labrador Canbrian strata: 
Ajacicyathus nevadensis (Okulitch) 
A. undulatus Okulitch 
A. arg:mtus (Okulitch) 
Pycnoidocyathus colunbianus (Okulitch) 
P. sp. 
Syrincpcyathus canadensis Okulitch 
s. sp. 
'.'.· ·,·:_ ~. ; ' 
... . ~. 
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Four new species are proposed for archaeocyathid fossils of the 
Labrador Archaeocyathid Fauna, these are: 
Ajacicyathus richardsoni nov. sp. 
Archaeocyathus irregularis nov. sp. 
Archaeocyathus patellifonni.s nov. sp. 
Si<£10SY!'ingocyathus cylindricus nov. sp. 
One new g:mus, Sigm::>syrin<;pCYathus, represented by the new species 
S. cylindricus, the holotype, is also proposed from this fauna. 
Systenatic descriptions of archaeocyathid fossils are nainly 
based on norphonetric and structural features of the solid cup:; as ob-
served either in freed cup:; or ln oriented thin sections. 
TWo nurrerical relationships, one the relationship retween 
the width of the intervallum and the width of the central cavity {in-
tervallum coefficient); and the second relating the nUI'Ii'Jer of 
parieties to the dianeter of the cup in millineters {parietal cnef-
ficient) , were considered to be of taxonomic significance and were 
proposed originally for use by A.G. Vologdin. Okulitch questioned 
the validity of the intervallurn coefficient, and the present writer 
concludes that this intervallurn coefficient is of no taxonomic 
s.ignificance. The width of the intervallum of nost archaeocyathids 
rena.ins constant throughout the whole cup of an individual archaeo-
cyathid as rightly stated by Vologdin and found to be true by 
students of this fossil phylum, thus the intervalltnn coefficient, 
obtained by dividing the dianeter of the central cavity by the width 
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of the intervaJ.lum1 would be variable in individuals because the 
width of the central cavity increases as the cup leads UfMard. 
However 1 the parietal coefficient obtained by dividing the nunber 
of parieties in the intervallum by the dianeter of the oorrespond-
ing cross section of the cup in mi..llineters is valid and of taxal-
omi..c inportance. From the study of serial sections prepared from 
cups of Pycnoidocyathus arrourensis and P. profundus the writer 
found that the nunber of parieties increases prop:>rtionally with 
the increase of cup dianeter 1 and the parietal cx:>efficient is quite 
oonstant in the sane species. 
Dinensianal neasurenents stating the dianeter of the 
cup, height of cup 1 width of intervallum1 width of central cavity 1 
nuni:>er of parieties 1 and parietal cx:>efficient are. given in syste-
matic descriptions of archaeocyathid fossils. 
. t ...... 
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Table 1. List of Archaeocyatha Present in the Thesis Area 
PHYLUM ARCHAEX:CYATHA 
ORDER AJACICYATHIDA 
Family Ajacicyathidae 
Ajacicyath.us nevadensis (Okulitch) 
A. profundominus Okulitch 
A. undulatus <kulitch 
A. argentus (Okulitch) 
A. richardsoni nov. sp. 
Order .Mm'ACYATHIDA 
Family Archaeocyathidae 
Archaeocyathus atlanticus Billings 
A. irregu1aris nov. sp. 
A. pa.tellifonnis nov. sp. 
Proto:r;:haretra sp. 
Family Pycnoidocyathidae 
Pycnoidocyathus anourensis (Okulitch) 
P. profundus (Okulitch) 
~ 
- _] 
. . .· :·~:::~ 
<~' .. _:: 
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P. loupensis (Okulitch) 
P. colunbianus (Okulitch) 
P. sp. 
Family M=tacoscinidae 
Archaeosycon billingsi (Walcott) Taylor 
Order SYRIN<JX:NEMIDA 
Family Syrin9)Clenatidae 
Syringo-cyathus canadensis Okulitch 
Syringocyathus sp. 
Signosyrin~athus cylindricus gen. nov. , 
nov. sp. 
.. ··~- '..;..·~ :. 
. · .. ~>0~?{~7' 
· · {·:!. 
·:. -:.:.:-:· 
... ~ .. 
. ···.: 
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Family Ajacicyathidae BedfOJ:d and Bedford, 1939 
Ajacicyathus nevadensis (Okulitch), 1943 
(Plate 12, Figs. 1,2; Plate 37, Fig. 1) 
Spec.i.nens of Ajacicyathus nevadensis were collected from 
~~level Archaeocyathid Reefs at Point Arcour, L'anse Anour and 
Forteau. 
Microscopic studies were made both of a naturaly-weathered 
surfaces shCMi.ng etched cross sections and of thin sections prepared 
from linestone blocks from the Lower-level Archaeocyathid Reefs contain-
ing this fossil species. 
GENERAL SHAPE: The. general shape of this species was not observed, 
because no isolated specinens free from their linestone matrix wem 
available for examination. 
OUI'ER WALL: The outer wall, as observed in thin section, is sinple. 
Thickness of wall is 0.06nm and fine pores with a dianeter of 0.0875mn 
perforate it. Two to four pores occur in each interseptal area. 
OO'ERVALLUM: The iritervallum a:mtains sinple, straight parieties 
which are perforated by pores with diarreters as large as 0. 33nm. 
The nunber of parieties is 27 whem the cup is 9ntn across,. givi?g 
a parietal coefficient of 3. 0. Thickness of a single pariety is 
0.2mn. 
. · ... ::: .. 
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INNER WALL: The mner wall is sinple and perforated by pores 0 .lmn 
in size; two pores occur in each interseptal area. 
No. 
IDeality 
Dianeter 
Dianeter of 
Central 
Cavity 
Width of 
Intervallum 
Nurrber of 
Parieties 
Parietal 
Coefficience 
040101 040102 040103 
Point Arrour 
9nm 8mn 8nm 
4nm 3nm 3nm 
2.5nm 2.5nm 2.5mn 
27 23 25 
3 3 3 
090101 
Taylor's 
Gulch 
5 nm 
2 nm 
1.5nm 
18 
3.6 
Table-2 Ditrensional M=asurenents of 
Ajaciqyathus nevadensis 
Ajacigyathus undulatus Okulitch, 1948 
(Plate 14, Fig. 2; Plate 38, Fig. 1) 
050101 
L'anse 
Arrour 
8 mn 
3.5nm 
2.8mn 
27 
3.3 
This species is a ve:ry large archaeocyathid and fragnents 
of it are found distributed in both the ~r and Higher-Level Arch-
aeocyathid Reefs. Three conparatively canplete specinens were collected, 
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one from Ebrteau, one from L'anse au Clair, and one from Taylor's G.llch. 
Localities from which speci.nens of this species were oollected a:re listed 
in Table-3 which also gives the dinensional neasurenents of these speci-
nens. 
No. 
Wcality 
04-0301 
Ft.Ancur 
05-0301 
L'anse 
Ancur 
stratigraphic !ower-level Archaeocya-
Elevation thid Feefs 
Dianeter 
Width of 
Intervallum 
Dianeter of 
Central 
cavity 
Nunber of 
Parieties 
Parietal 
Coefficient 
not 
available 
3nm 
not 
available 
3nm 
07-0301 
Taylor's 
Gulch 
High. -lev. 
Arch. Rfs. 
70mm 
4nm 
60nm 
220 
3.1 
Table-3 Dimensional Measurements of 
Ajacicyathus undulatus 
09-0301 
Ebrteau 
I.DN. -lev. 
Arch. Rfs. 
180mm 
4mn 
172nm 
650 
3.6 
GENERAL SHAPE: Large conoflabellar form :resenbl.ing a distorted bowl. 
.. ·.: 
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OUter wall is transversely annulated with crests of annulations 
15-12nm apart. Greatest dianeter of cup is 180nm as reconstructed 
from the specirren collected from Ebrteau. Nunber of parieties in 
the intervallum is approxinately 650 which gives a parietal coef-
ficient of 3. 6 . The inte....rvallurn width varies from 3. Onm to 4. Omn. 
OOTER WALL: The outer wall is sinple and perforated by fine p:>res. 
Four p:>res occur in each intersept. 
INI'ERVALLUM: The intervallum contains nllllerous straight, ~gularly 
arran~ parieties. Distances bet\Een pa.rieties rang; from 0. 9nm 
to 1. 3nm apart. All parieties are perforated by l~ge pores arr~ged 
in regular quincunx. These p:>.res have a nax:i..num dianeter of 0. 7nm 
and decrease in size downward tc:Mards the la-Jer end of the cup. The 
carbined pore area of the parieties is larger than the total area of 
the solid skeletal part, and this. gives them a net\\UJ:k appearance. 
INNER WALL: The inner wall is sinple and s~ghtly thicker than the 
outer wall. Pores slightly larger than those of the outer wall per-
forate the inner wall. 
Ajacicyathus argentus (Okulitch), 1943 
(Plate 15, Figs. 1, 2) 
GENERAL SHAPE: The. general shape of this specinen nay be described as 
of an acute conical cup (see text f .ig. 3) which is bilaterally sym-
rretrical instead of being radially synnetrical as are nest archaeocyathids. 
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This bilateral synnet:cy is probably 
the result of different. gravth rates 
of opposing sides of the cup. Duri?g 
the process of cup building 1 one side 
of the cup apparently. grew faster and 
extended farther away from the vertical 
axis of the cup and the intervallum on 
this side is wide 1 while the opposite 
side of the cup grew slowly and the 
corresponding intervallum is narrower. 
This difference in growth rates pro-
duces the short stout tusk shape 
characteristic of this species. Nl.llibers 
Fig. 3 - Reconstruction of a 
cup of A. argentus. 
of parieties in the intervallum are 112 for a specinen with a dianeter 
of 32nm; 67 for a specinen with a diarreter of 20nm; and 56 for a 
specirren with a dianeter of lSnm; the parietal coefficients are 3. 6 1 
3.5 and 3.7 giving an average parietal coefficient of 3.6. 
OtJ.rER WALL: The outer wall is sinple 1 thin and perforated by fine 
pores. 
INTERVALLUM: The width of the intervallum is not uniform in any 
selected whole cross section of the cup; one side of it is narrow 
and the opposing one is wider. Straight 1 thin parieties fill the 
intervallum. The parieties are narrowly spaced and the distance be-
tween two successive parieties neasures lnm. Arra:ngenent of parieties 
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for nost part of the intez:vallum is in a regular radiating pattem. 
At the two places on the circumferance where the intervallum begins 
to widen parieties grew in an oblique angle from the inner will tcr 
wards the outer wall, and often two parieties occur with the inner-
wall-ends connected (see Fig. 3). In the portion of the cup where 
the intez:valltnn is widest the parieties resurre the radiating arrange-
rrent again nonral to both walls. All parieties are perforated by 
rcedium-sized pores. The pattem of the pore arrangement was not 
observed. Skeletal elerrents other than parieties are absent in 1±e 
intervallum. In the intez:vallum of sane specirrens the calcareous 
alga Solenopora belennos nov. sp. is seen to occupy the intervallum 
space. 
INNER WALL: Inner wall thin and perforated by large J;X>res. The 
diarreter of these pores is 0. 25nm. The pores are arr~ged in quin-
cunx, one reM of pores occur as stirrup pores, and one reM of pores 
occur in an intersept. The conbined pore area is slightly l~ger 
than the solid area giving the inner wall a network appearance. 
CENI'RAL CAVITY: Sone fine spine-like skeletal elenents can be seen 
projecting into the central cavity from the inner wall, but this 
feature is not readily observed in every specinen. 
DISCUSSION: This is the first report of Ajacicyathus argentus from 
the I.abrador Archaeocyathid Fauna. Specirrens collected by the writer 
resenble Okulitch 's holotype 9325 f rom Nevada, but differ in having a 
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slightly higher parietal ooefficient. The difference, 3. 6 for speci-
nens from Labrador in contrast to 2. 8 for the holotype from Nevada, 
is judged to be of no critical inportanre in the systenatic position 
of the specinen. 
No: 05-0401 05-0403 04-0401 
I.ocality L'anse L'anse Point 
Ancur Anour Ancur 
Stratigraphic row.-L. I.ow.-L. Ww'.-L. 
Elevation A. Reef A. Reef A. Reef 
Dianeter 32-40mn 20-35mn 15-lBmn 
Width of 
Inte:rvallum 4-lOmn 3-lOmn 2-4 mn 
Dianeter of 
Central 
cavity 16-26mn 13-22mn ll-12mn 
Nunber of 
Parieties 112 67 56 
Parietal 
Coefficient 3.6 3.3 3. 7 
Table- 4 Di.nen.sional M=asurenents 
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Ajacicyathus p:r:ofundominus Okulitch, 1943 
(Plate 13, Figs. 1,2; Plate 14, Fig. 1; 
Plate 37, Fig. 2; Plate 38, Fig. 2) 
Specinens of this species were collected from both the 
IDwer- and Higher-Ievel Archaeocyathid Reefs. Localities at which 
speci.rrens were collected are: Point Anour Light House, L'anse 
Anour, Taylor's Gulch, Forteau, and Blanc Sablan. Exocyathid tissue 
is found both attached to the outer wall of this species, and housed 
in the intervallurn of individuals of this species. Such emcyathid 
tissue structure sonetines gives the intervallum of this species a 
non-typical intervallurn structure, with dissepinents and synapticulae 
very ItUch resenbling the intervallurn structure of archaeocyathids 
belonging to Genus Pycnoidocyathus. (Plate 13, Figs. 1, 2). 
GENERAL SHAPE: The. general appearance of this species resenbles a 
deep conical cup transversely annulated exteriorly. The spacing of 
annulations ranges from 6mn to 20mn apart. The rra.x:i..nnlm cup dianeter, 
neasured f:r:om the largest specinen collected from L'anse Anour and 
labelled MJAF 05-0201, is 90mn. The nunber of parieties in the in-
tervallum of this specinen is 380 which, when divided by the dianeter 
of the cup,. gives a parietal coefficient of 4. 2. 
OurER WALL: The outer wall is thin, sinple and perforated by fine 
po:rr.:s. The pore pattern of the outer wall is unknown. 
. . 
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INTERVALWM: The intervallum is rather nanuw, being close to 3nm 
for nost specinens. It contains mmerous thin straight parieties 
which are narrCMly spaced. Parieties are each perforated by 4 to 
6 pores. No other skeletal elenents cx::cur in the intervallum. 
INNER WALL: The inner wall is perforated by l~ge pores with dia-
neters of 0.3nm. '.lWo rCMS of pores occur in each intersept area. 
The oonbined pore area of the inner wall is larger than that of the 
solid skeletal area. 
CENrRAL CAVITY: The central cavity is deep and no skeletal structure 
is present in it. 
No: 04-0201 04-0202 04-0209 05-0202 05-0203 
locality Point Anour L'anse Anour 
Stratigraphic 
Elevation Lower-Level Archaeocyathid Reefs 
Dianeter SOnm 20nm 65nm 90nm SOnm 
Height 60nm 75nm 60nm 
Width of 
Intervallum 3nm 4nm 4nm 3nm 3nm 
Dianeter of 
Central Cavity 44nm 12nm 57nm 84nm 44nm 
Nunber of 
Parieties 162 62 200 380 200 
Parietal 
Coefficient 3. 2 3.1 3.0 4.2 4.0 
Table-S Dinensional .Measurenents of 
Aj aci cyathus profundominus 
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Ajacicyathus richardsoni nov. sp. 
(Plate 39, Figs. 1,2; Plate 40, Fig. 1) 
GENERAL SHAPE: The general shape of the holotype of this new 
s~cies has the appearance of a shallow bilaterally synnetrical 
cup. Horizontal cross sections of the upper portion of the cup 
have the shape of a cardioid curve with a notch at one side. The 
outer wall is strongly transversely annulated with a spaci-!lg of 
5. Omn between crests of annulations. The l~r portion of the 
cup does not lead straight downward as in nost archaeocyathids, 
but instead curves and bends towards the notched side of the 
cardioid. (Fig. 4) 
OUI'ER WALL: The outer 
wall is sinple, thin and 
perforated by fine pores. 
Pore pattem not observed. 
lNTERVALLUM: The inter-
valh.nn contains nUIIErous 
thin straight parieties which 
are perforated by a few pores 
of rredium size. The corrbined 
pore area is nuch less than 
the area of solid skeletal 
Fig. 4 - Reconstruction of 
A. richardsoni nov. sp. 
elerrents. The width of the intervallum is 4. Onm for the holotype. 
~ ...... -
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The nunber of parieties in the inteJ:Vallum of the holotype is 140 
which, divided by the holotype' s avez:a:ge dianeter of 35. Omn, gives 
a parietal CXlefficient of 4. 0. The parieties are closely spaced 
with a distance between two adjacent parieties of 0.625nm. No skeletal 
elenents other than the parieties are present in the intervallum. 
INNER WALL: The .i.rmer wall is thin and perforated by large pores 
. giving it a net-like appearance. The conbined pore area is greater 
than the area of the solid skeleton. 
CENTRAL CAVITY: The central cavity is sinple and no skeletal elenents 
are present in it. 
DISaJSSIOO: The sinplicity of the skeletal elenents, and the ~gularly 
arranged radiating parieties in the intervallum doubtlessly refer these 
specinens to Ganus Ajacicyathus. The new species differs from other 
ajacicyathids first in having the la..er portion of its cup curved; and 
seCXJlldly in its bilaterally sy.rmetrical cardioid-shaped cross secticn. 
The trivial nane is proposed to honour .Mr. Janes Richardson 
who was the first geologist to collect archaeocyathkl fossils in the 
thesis area, and whose orig:inal collection was lost at sea. 
W\TERIAL: The holotype of the new species, which is labelled MJAF 
11-0501, was collected from the Higher-level Archaeocyathid Reefs at 
Locality 11, east of L'anse au Clair. Paratypes collected from Taylor's 
GUlch and L'anse au Clair are labelled MUAF 11-0502, 07-0501 and 07-0502. 
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No: 11-0501 11-0502 07-0501 07-0502 
IDeality E. of L'anse au Clair Taylor's Gllch 
Stratigraphic 
Elevation ~gher-level Archaeocyathid Reefs 
Dianeter 35nm 46mn 35mn 60mn 
Height 42nm 15nm 60nm 40mn 
Width of 
Intervallum 4mn 4mn 3mn 3mn 
Dianeter of 
Central 
Cavity 36mn 38mn 29mn 54mn 
Nunber of 
Parieties 140 190 150 
Parietal 
Coefficient 4.0 4.1 4.3 
Table-6 Dinensional neasu.renents of 
Ajacicyathus richardsani nov. sp. 
:, ·' .:·· 
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Family ARCHAEXJCYATHIDAE Taylor, 1910 
Ardlaeocyathus atlanticus Bil~gs 
(Plate 16, Figs. 1, 2) 
This species, although it was cne of the earliest dis-
covered archaeocyathids, is not COIIIlDil in the thesis area. It is 
:represented in II¥ collection by three specinens only. 
GNEAAL SHAPE: The cup is cylindrical in shape, tapering: gently, 
and sonetirn:=s surrounded externally by e:xocyathid structures or 
other archaeocyathids. In one case the species Signosyringocyathus 
cylindricus nov. sp. was found attached to the outer wall of a 
specinen collected from Forteau. 
OUl'ER WALL: The outer wall is thin and sinple, and perforated by 
nunerous fine pores; arrangenent of the pore pattern was not cb-
served as the outer walls of all three specinens were badly eroded. 
In pla~s the outer wall is thickened by secondaJ:y Oe:I;Osition of 
rni.crocryptoc:rystalline calcite on the original outer wall. 
INTERVALWM: The intervallum is wiee and contains nany curving 
taeniae and rods. All skeletal elenents are cx:msieerably thickened. 
INNER WALL: The inner wall is thicker than the outer wall. It is 
perforated by lar~ pores. Seccnda.ty thickening of the inner w:lil 
tends to. give the ~tral cavity an irregular outline. No skeletal 
elenents of any kind are observed in the ~tral cavity. 
No: 
locality 
Stratigraphic 
Elevation 
Dianeter 
Width of 
Intervallum 
Central 
Cavity 
04-0501 
Point 
Anour 
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05-0501 
L'anse 
Anour 
09-0501 
Forte au 
U:Mer-Ievel Archaeocyathid Reefs 
lOmn 15nm 
4mn 5mn 
2mn 5mn 
Table-7 Dirrensional neasurenents of 
Archaeocyathus atlanticus 
Archaeocyathus irregularis nov. sp. 
(Plate 17, Figs. 1, 2) 
22nm 
8nm 
6mn 
This new species is the nost comron archaeocyathid in 
the thesis area. It is fomd both in the Higher- and IDw=r-Ievel 
Archaeocyathid Reefs in every locality. A snell colony of this 
"creeping11 archaeocyathid inte.rgt:CMil with colonies of the calcareous 
alga Girvanella sp. was fomd in the Higher-level Archaeocyathid 
Reefs in Taylor's Gulch. At one locality, situated two miles to 
the w=st of Forteau, an eight inches thick bed of archaeocya.th.id 
... .. ·;": ~ --: 
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J.inestcne ccmposed entirely of the new species was found to be 
isolated between two beds of oolitic Girvanella-Salterella l.irrestone. 
This thin lens of archaeocyathid linestone is the ally archaeocyathid 
bed foWld interbedded with ~gal linestone in the thesis area. In 
l.irrestone blocks cont~g A. irregularis specinens of it rest in 
ccnoordanoo with the surface irregularity of the substratum which was 
COimDnly a soft calcareous ooze. 
GENERAL SHAPE: The tenn "cup" is not adequate for &scribing this 
species, sino: it does not naintain a g;meral cup-shaped skeletal 
structure. The skeleton which is nade up of an outer wall, an in-
tervallurn containing nunerous taeniae, and an inner wall is spread 
in a horizontal direction aloog the surfaoo of the substratum an 
which the living archaeocyathid grew as a thin sheet. These sheets 
are usually cnmpled in appearance and veey irregular in shape as 
seen in random secticn.. The length neasured across the surface of 
a crunpled sheet of the new species sanetines nay be quite long, and 
in the holotype MJAF 01-0701, collected from Bouger's Hill at L'anse 
au Diable, it neasures 200nm. 
OOTER WALL: The outer wall is sinple and perforated by pores with 
openings as lar~ as lnm. I~gular seoondal:y deposition of micro-
cryptoc:rystalline calcite on the outer wall increased its thicJmess, 
cxmsequantly it is ve:ry uneven. The arrangenent of pore pattem was 
not observed. :.·, 
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INTERVALLUM: The width of the intervallum is meven and varies 
between lnm and 3nm. Nunerous thin, curving taeniae fill the in-
tervallurn and are the only skeletal elenents in it. 
:INNER WALL: The inner wall is perforated by nunerous large p:>res. 
'!he oonbined IX>re area is far gmater than the area of solid 
structure and this gives the inner wall a net-like appearance. 
CENTRAL CAvrrY.: Traces of prisnatic !X'l.'OUS skeletal elenents are 
present in the central cavity of the holotype. (Plate 17, Fig. 1.) 
Archaeocyathids with central cavities filled with prisnatic skeletal 
elenents were rep::>rted by V. D. Falin in 1960 from canbrian strata 
of Tuva., Khakassiya, ~golia. Based m the presence of this type 
of prismatic structure in the central cavity of the archaeocyathids 
collected from the abovenentioned regiCXlS Ebnin established a new 
Family. His new Fand.ly, Prisnocyathidae Fanin, ccntains one genus, 
Prisnocyathus Fonin gen. nov. , which in tum cx:>ntains ~ new 
species. A. G. Vologdin concluded that the prisnatic structure 
should be considered as uniqtE supporting skeletal elenents of an 
intemal "organ" which is p:>stulated to have existed in the central 
cavity of these animals. '!he present writer agrees with Vologdin 's 
hypothesis that these prisnatic skeletal elenents provided support-
ing structures for the intemal "organ" because in the central 
cavities of the holotype and paratypes from Labrador the writer 
observed tissue-like material surromding the prisrratic skeletal 
.. .. .. .. . 
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structure. Hc:Mever, the writer does not .agree with Fbnin that this 
prismatic structure is of sysna.tic inportance because in the central 
cavities of .a ff!M archaeocyathids belcnging to other genera these 
prisna.tic skelet.al elenents are also present. The writer believes 
that prisnatic structures were oonnon feature in the central cavities 
of many archaeocyathids but seldom preserved in fossil fonn. In the 
thesis area preservatim of soft tissue is not an unusual phenonencn 
and the preservation of this prisrra.tic structure appears to be nore 
oonnon in Labrador than in other .archaeocyathid localities of the 
world. 
DISCUSSICN: The diagnostic presence of nunerous curving taeniae in 
the inte.:rvallum places this new species in the Gmus Archaeocyathus. 
The crunpled sheet-like a{)fear.ance of the 11CllpS 11 distinguishes the 
new species from other a:rchaeocyathids belonging to the sane. genus. 
The skeletal structure of the new species, especially the thickened 
outer wall, the taeniae-filled intervallmn, and the porous net-like 
inner wall, fits Fonin 1s new Family and new Genus in every aspect, 
but since the presence of prisrra.tic structure is not oonsidered by 
the present writer to be of systerra.tic inportance he prefers to in-
clude this new species in the Qmus Archaeocyathus. 
Mcr'ERIAL: Holotype, M1AF 01-0701, oollected from the lower-revel 
Archaeocyathid Reefs en Bouger 1 s Hill at L 1 anse au Diable; par.a-
types MUAF 09-0701, 01-0702, 09-0702 • 
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Archaeocyathus patellifonni.s nov. sp. 
{Plate 18, Figs. 1, 2) 
Speci.nens z:epz:esenting this new species am distributed 
throughout the thesis az:ea both in the Higher-level and ~r-level 
Archaeocyathid Reefs. Six specinens wez:e collected from Ebx Cove, 
Point Anour, Forteau, and L'anse au Clair. 
<E'JERAL SHAPE: This new species usually shCMS an open saucer-shaped 
form. In the holotype, M1AF 04-0801, the shallow sauCEr-shaped cup 
nom or less maintains a circular cross section, but in nany para-
types the cup, although still sauCEr-shaped, is in:egular and a cross 
section through the upper half of it does not show a circular outline. 
The outer wall of the cup is g:mtly annulated transversely. ~gular 
spacing of armulatian rings was seen only in the holotype (MJAF 04-0801) 
from the Higher-level Archaeocyathid Ieefs at Point Anour. Diarreter 
of the cup rang:s from 35nm to 70nm. Iepth of cup varies from lOmn 
to 20mn. 
Ou.rER WALL: The outer wall is srrooth in appearanCE exCEpt for larg= 
pore openings that penetrate it. 'Ihe thidmess of the outer wall is 
uneven as a z:esult of secondazy deposition of calcium carbonate on 
the original outer wall which was OO&''lsequently in-egularly thickened. 
Large pores with open~gs ranging from 0.6mn to 1.2nm are arrang=d in 
opposite :t:CMS with a distanCE between them of 2nm. The solid skeletal 
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area is far greater than the oonbined pore area. 
Im'ERVALLUM: 'lile intervallum contains abtmdant taeniae which serve 
to amnect the outer and inner walls. The width of the intervallum 
is variable and ranges from 0. 8mn to 3. Onm. 
INNER WALL: 'lile inner wall is highly porous and has the appearanoo 
of a netwol:k nade up of fused thin l:Cds. 
CENl'RAL CAVITY: The central cavity is shallow and free of skeletal 
elenents. 
DISCUSSI<E: This new species like Archaeocyathus irregularis nov. sp. 
is included in the Qmus Archaeocyathus because of the nunerous 
taeniae in the intervallurn. It differs from A. irregularis in having 
a nore definite cup-shaped fonn and from other species of Archaeocyathus 
in having a shallow saucer-shaped cup. 
~= Holotype 04-0801; paratypes MUAF 03-0801, 03-0802, 
09-0801, 09-0802, 09-0803, 09-0805 and 11-0801. 
Protopharetra sp 
(Plate 19, Figs. 1, 2) 
GENERAL DESCRIPri<E: Archaeocyathids belonging to this genus are 
nostly minute in size. Their cups consist of a distinct outer wall, 
an indistinct intervallurn, which is filled with parieties (?) and/or 
... :· .. ::}7:~~~·~ 
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cllSSepinents 1 and an inner Wall which iS UlcllStinct Or lackmg 1 which 
results m either a poorly defmed a:mtral cavity or no a:mtral cavity 
at all. 
DISCUSSIOO: This genus is of dubious validity. Ckulitch m 1954 
stated that it is quite probable that the najority of described 
Protopharetra are young stages of Archaeocyathus and related Mata-
cyathida. In the Labrador fauna only minute cross sections of their 
cups are observed and the writer failed in attenptmg by serial 
sectioning to trace any oonplete cup that would be indicative of 
the validity of the. genus. He believes that Okulitch's statenent 
e:xplains the situation. 
Family PYCNO:rrxx:YATHIDAE Okulitch, 1950 
Pycnoidocyathus anourensis (Okulitch) 1 1943 
(Plate 20 1 Figs. 1 1 2; Plate 21 1 Figs. 1 1 2; 
P'late 41 1 Figs. 1 1 2) 
This species is very oonnon m the thesis area both in 
the Higher-revel and the I.Dwer-Ievel Archaeocyathid Reefs. Despite 
its camon occurrence oonplete specinens are seldom found perllaps 
because the lang slender tubular form of the cups nade them susceptible 
to fragnentatian under the inpress of Canbrian wave action. 
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GENERAL SHAPE: The. g;neral appearance of an individual of this 
species nay be described as a lang tubular cylindrical cup with an 
e:>!panded upper end and resen'bling a snail furmel with a long tube. 
The upper e:>!panded end of the cup is so similar to the cup of 
P. p:ro:fmldus that sorretines it is difficult to distinguish the two 
apart, especially when the lower slender portion of the cup of 
P. anourensis is broken away. Total lengths of the species are 
seldom reoo:rded, but one specinen collected from English Point has 
a length of slightly over lSOmn altho.ugh the upper end is broken off. 
The average dianeter of the e:>!panded end of this species is a:rotmd 
40rnn while the dianeter reasured across the tubular cup is l:.atween 
lOrnn and 2 Ornn. 
OOTER WALL: The outer wall is relatively thick, rreasur.ing a:rotmd 
0. Snm. Fme pores perforate the outer wall. The pattem of pore 
arrangenent is a regular quincunx. 
lN.l'ERVALLUM: The intervallmn is wide and varies between 3nm and 
7rrm. The .intervallt.l!ll oontains straight parieties which vary in 
nunber from 96 for a dianeter of 3. Snm to 34 for a dianeter of lOmn, 
. gi vi.ng a parietal coefficient of 3. 5. Connecting the parieties are 
nunemus synapticulae and dissepirrents. Soft tissue is connonly 
preserved m the intervallum. 
INNER WALL: The .inner wall is thick and often a:>nplicated by 
synapticulae and dissepirrents. It is perforated by fine pores, 
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but pore pattems have not been observed in the present collection. 
CEN.rRAL CA.vrrY.: The oontral cavity is narrcM and often filled 
with vesicular skeletal elenents. 
Pycnoidocyathus proftmdus (Billi?gs) , 1861 
(Plate 22, Figs. 1,2; Plate 23, Figs. 1,2; 
Plate 40, Fig. 2; Plate 42, FigS. 1, 2) 
The species Pycnoidocyathus proftmdus (Billi?gs) is aiiO!lg 
cne of the nest oornron Archaeocyatha found in the thesis area both in 
the Higher-level and L<:Mer-I.evel Archaeocyathid Ieefs. It is usually 
free of emcyathid tissue, and does not sha-1 any tendency to live in 
small colonies. Occurrences of calcareous algae synbiotic with this 
species are reoo!ded in two cases: in one case an algal fonn of 
Collenia structure is attached both en the inner and outer walls of 
the specinen labelled MJAF 07-1002. (Plate 22, Fig. 1.) In the other 
case a ve:ry large specirren, labelled MJAF 07-1006 and oollected from 
Taylor's Qilch, is surrounded an the outer wall by a calcareous alga 
with nmrerous fine Girvanella-type algal tubes (Plate 23, Fig. 1). In 
both cases close association of calcareous algae Cbes not seem to have 
caused any pathologic hann to the archaeocyathid. In the aforenen-
tioned exanples the soft tissue of the archaeocyathids were preserved 
indicating that the algae attached thenselves to the archaeocyathids 
while the latter were still alive . 
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GENERAL SHAPE: In general, the shape of this species is a deep 
oonical cup oonposed of two walls. The taper of the oonical cup 
is rather gentle, and in the specinen labelled MUAF 07-1004 col-
lected fran Taylor's 9llch, the dianeter of the cup decreases from 
60mn to 46nm in a distan~ of 40mn. Maxiimmt rreasu:red dianeters of 
cups range from 35mn to 120nm, but nost conm:nly are arotmd 45nm. 
The mmber of parieties in the inte:rvallurn is 230 where the dia-
neter is 60nm, and 180 where the dianeter is 46mn, which give a 
parietal ooefficient of 3. 8 (Table-8). 
No: 
Locality 
Stratigrafiric 
Elevation 
Dianeter 
Width of 
Intervallurn 
Dianeter of 
Central 
Cavity 
Nunber of 
Parieties 
Parietal 
Coefficient 
07-1001 07-1004 07-1005 
Taylor's Guldl 
Higher-Ievel Archaeocyathid Reefs 
35nm 60mn 45nm 
3nm 4mn 3rnn 
29nun 52mn 39nm 
170 230 180 
4.8 3.8 4.0 
Table-8 Dinensianal rreasw::enents 
of Pycnoidocyathus proftmdus 
11-1001 
E.of L'anse 
au Clair 
SOmn 
3mn 
44mn 
200 
4.0 
, . 
· _,I~rgp-
,t ·,;~· 
.·_·{····'· 
;_ \:{ 
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ourER WALL: The outer wall is transversely annulated. Annulation 
is rather strang and the spac~g of crests of annulatian varies be-
tween Snm and 15mn. The outer wall is sinple, thin, and perforated 
by nurcerous fine pores. These fine pores are arr~ged in straight 
:rown along the narra'l intersepts. 
INTERVALUJM: The intervallum contains nurce:r:ous parieties which con-
nect the outer and irmer walls. These parieties are nostly straight, 
but sone are curving and nay be sonewhat irregular. The parieties 
are narrcMly spaced and the distance between two adjacent parieties 
is 0. 75mn. Short bars of synapticulae are present connecting parieties. 
Thin curving dissepinents fill the intervallum area. Parieties are 
perforated, but the pore pattem was not observed. 
INNER WALL: The irmer wall is thin and sonetines COI'Iplicated by 
synapticulae and dissepinents. It is perforated by fine pores which 
appear to be larger than those of the outer wall. 
CENTRAL CAVITY: The central cavity is deep, no skeletal structure 
is present in the central cavity. 
Pycnoidocyathus loupensis (Okulitch), 1940 
(Plate 43, Fig. 1; Plate 44, Fig. 1) 
GENERAL SHAPE: Large archaeocyathid with a wide, open, saucer-shaped 
cup. The_ genE;ral appearance of cups is irregular. The sizes of cups 
vary from 70mn to 200nm as neasured across the largest diarreter • 
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OOI'ER WALL: The outer wall is slightly transversely armulated but 
annulations are not regularly spaood. In llDSt of the specinens col-
lected by the writer from the thesis area the outer wall has been 
eroded CMay. In the specinen labelled MUAF 03-1201, collected from 
Fox Cove, a small };X)rtion of the outer wall was foimd free of matrix, 
and the outer wall was seen to be sinple, thin, and perforated by 
pores of nedium size. 
INTERVALLUM: The intervallum is narrcM and its width varies from 2nrn 
to 5nrn. It cx:mtains nune:rous thin, str~ght parieties which are spaced 
0. 7nrn to 0. 625nrn apart. The mmber of parieties in the inter.vallum 
varies from nearly 300 for a specinen ha~g a dianeter of 70nrn to about 
1,000 for a specinen ha~g a dianeter of 200mn, and the parietal coef-
ficient is 4. 5. Ve:cy fine, thin, and arched dissepinents occupy the 
intervallum. Synapticulae are few in mmber. 
INNER WALL: The inner wall is thin, sinple, and perforated by pores 
of nedium size. The pore pattem was not observed. 
No: 
Wcality 
Dianeter 
Width of 
Inter:vallum 
Diarceter of 
Central 
Cavity 
03-1201 
Fox Cove 
70nm 
2nrn 
66nm 
03-1202 
84nm 
4mn 
76nm 
04-1201 
Point 
Aircur 
200nm 
Smm 
190nm 
07-1201 
Taylor's 
Gulch 
90nrn 
2nm 
86nrn 
:::. ·: ~ . 
·.· ·-
... . 
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Distan~ be-
tween Parieties 10/lBmn 10/14mn 10/16mn 10/16mn 
Depth of cup 30mn 
Nunber of 
Parieties 
Parietal 
Coefficien~ 
285 
4.0 
34mn 60nm 
340 11000 
4.2 5.0 
Table-9 Di.'lellSional neasurenents of 
Pycnoidocyathus loupensis 
Pycnoidocyathus oolunbianus (Okulitch) 1 1943 
(Plate 24 1 Figs. 1, 2) 
35mn 
GENERAL SHAPE: The. general shape of this species is an acute 
cx::mical cup. In the speci.nen :rrarked MJAF 02-13011 oollected from 
a hill top 11100 feet in height in L • anse au !Dup Valley 1 the dia-
neter of the cup decreases from 42mn to 35mn within a distan~ of 
20mm. The outer wall is slightly armulated. '!he intervallum is 
wide and the width varies between 7mn and 12mn. The mmber of 
parieties varies between 90 and 1431 giving a parietal coefficient 
of 2.6-3.0 1 but mostly it is close to 3.0 (Table-10). 
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No: 02-1301A 02-1301B 09-1301 09-1302 11-1301 
IDeality L'anse au I.Dup Forteau L'anse au 
Clair 
Stratigraphic · 
Elevation Higher-revel Archaeocyathid Reefs 
Dianeter 37mn 35nm 50nm 35nm 40nm 
Width of 
Intervallum 8mn 8nm 12mm 7nm 7nm 
Dianeter of 
Central 
Cavity 21mn 19mn 26mn 2lnm 26mn 
Nunber of 
Parieties 114 105 143 90 124 
Parietal 
Coefficien·t 3 3 2.8 2.6 3 
Table-10 Dinensional neasurenents of 
Pycnoidocyathus colunbianus 
OtJI'ER WALL: The outer wall is thick, perforated by nedium-sized 
pores, and about three rCMS of pores occur in each intersept. The 
pore pattern was not observed. In one specinen from Forteau, narked 
MJAF 09-1301, the outer cup is surrounded by emcyathid tissue. 
INTERVALUJM: The intervallum is wide, and contains straight radiating 
parieties which vary in nurrber from 90 to 143. These straight parieties 
are perforated by pores. Nurrerous dissepinents connect the parieties 
::· 
t 
i ·. 
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in the intervallum. Synapticulae are ve:cy few in nunber and only 
occur close to the inner wall. Soft tissue is prese1 ved in the 
intervallum. 
INNER WALL: The inner wall is cmplicated by dissepinents and synap-
ticulae which occur in greater concentration towards the inner wall. 
Pores perforate the inner wall, but the pore pattem is not observable. 
CENrRAL CAvrrY: The central cavity is sinple. In rrost specinens it 
is filled with fossil debris of various kinds, and in the case of the 
central cavity of the specinen collected from L'anse au !Dup oolites 
are the main cup-filling naterial. 
Pycnoidocyathus sp. 
(Plate 44, Fig.2) 
GENERAL SHAPE: The_ general appearance of the cup of specinen MlAF 
03-1401 is similar to a vase or flattened fusiform club. The middle 
portion of the cup is expanded and has the largest diarreter whereas 
the lower and upper ends of the cup are narrc:Mer. A cross section 
through the cup does not shcM a circular ring as in nost archaeocya-
thids but instead an elliptical outline. 
OUTER WALL: The outer wall is longitudinally_ grooved with the_ grooves 
marking the position of the parieties. Transversely the outer wall is 
strongly annulated with annulations spaced lOmm apart. lvbst of the 
outer wall is eroded away. Neither pores nor a pore pa.ttem could be 
observed. 
~ 
1 
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INTERVALLUM: The intervallum is filled with straight parieties 
which are connected by nmrerous synapticulae and curving dissepi-
nents. The width of the intervallum is variable and neasu:res from 
3 to 4mn. The mmber of parieties in the intervallurn is 170 at 
the section where the cup has a dianeter of 40nm, and therefore 
the parietal coefficient is 4. 25. The parieties are perforated 
by pores but the pore pa.ttem was not observed. 
INNER WALL: '!be inner wall is thin and in places c:onplicated by 
synapticulae. It is perforated by pores of an unknown pore pattem. 
CENTRAL CAVITY: The amtral cavity is sinple and no skeletal 
elenents are to be seen. 
DISCUSSIOO: The_ general form of this species distinguishes it 
from other pycnoiCbcyathids. However because there is not enough 
na.terial for the valid establishnent of a new species the writer 
in this thesis refers to it as an independent species of the_ genus 
Pycnoidocyathus. 
roc:ALITY: One c:onplete specinen and the cast of seoond of this 
species were oollected from Fox Cove. 
( 
, .
... 
o'l 
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Family Syringocnenatidae Taylor, 1910 
Gmus Sigrrosyringocyathus g:n. nov. 
(Plate 32, Figs. 1-6) 
DERIVATIOO OF NAME: Greek, s.igrro- S-shaped; syringe- pipe. 
TYPE SPOCIES: SigDDsyringocyathus cylindricus sp. nov. 
DIA<NOSIS: Double-walled; outer wall sinple, perforated by nunemus 
fine pores. Interval.lum filled by elongated hexag::mal loculi oriented 
obliquely to the long axis of the cup. The loculi <JJ:eW upward and 
outward from the inner to the outer wall, making an angle of 25° with 
the vertical axis of the cup. 
The catplex inner wall is the nost diagnostic feature of 
the new genus and distinguishes it from other g:nera belon~g to 
Family Syringocnenatidae. The inner wall is made up of nurremus 
na.rrcM signoidal annulate shelves which surround the central cavity 
one on top of the other. These shelves are unconnected, and canals 
separate successive shelves. 
Sigrrosyrincpcyathus cylindricus sp. nov. 
DIAGJOSIS: Small archaeocyathid of cylindrical shape, slightly taper-
ing. Dianeters of holotype and paratypes range from 4. 25mm to an ex-
trene of 9. 25nm, but for nest speciirens the dianeter is around 5-6nm. 
lengths of the holotype and bx:> paratypes are 15nm, 20nm, and 23mn, but 
I 
I 
t [ 
! 
1 · .' 
' .' 
'. 
. .. · .. . ~ . 
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the actual length is suspected to be longer than 30nm (Table 11). 
No part of the proximal end can be referred to as spitz. 
'1be prox:i.nal ~ded end contains sinple pariety-like loculi. OUter 
wall is thick and perforated by nurrerous fine pores. The intervallum 
contains hexa~ loculi, which are directed UJ;Mard and outward from 
the inner wall t:CMards the outer wall, making an angle of approxi-
mately 25° with the inner wall. Skeletal elenents naking up the 
loculi have a thickness of 0 .l.nm. Dianeters of loculi neasu:re 0. 25nm. 
In cross sections of specinens, the loculi project from the inner wall 
and have the appearance of sinple parieties. In the holotype, thirty-
0«> parietal elenents were counted whim, when divided by its dianeter 
of 5. 5nm, gives a parietal coefficient of 5. 8. 
The di~gnostic conplex inner wall is made up of nurrerous 
annulate shelves, which in cross section are sigrroidal in shape. The 
height of a signoid shelf is about 0. 2nm, and in the holotype thirty 
annulate signoidal shelves were counted in a space of 5.0nm along the 
inner wall in longitudinal section. The sigrroid shelves are set one 
on top of the other; a canal joining the loculi in the intervallum 
and the central cavity is forned between two successive shelves set 
a short distance apart. The annulate signoid shelves are held in 
position by loculi which are directed outward and UJ:Mard from the 
point of connection. In sections cut perpendicular to the axis of 
the Cl:if> the annulate sigrroid shelf has the appearance of a solid ring 
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lining the central cavity. In oblique and longitudinal sections 
the signoidal fonn of the annulate ~gs that make up the inner 
wall usually is well exhibited. 
Dissepinent-like skeletal elenents are present in the 
central cavity. These dissepinent-like elercents appear either as 
thin solid lines or broken lines, and nay extend into the intervallurn. 
DISCUSSIOO: The presence of loculi in the intervallmn is a diagnostic 
feature of archaeocyathids belonging to the Family Syringocnematidae. 
The UfMard and outward oriented loculi wiri.dl make an angle of 25-30 
degrees with the axis of the cup are characteristic of the inte:r.vallum 
structure of Syringocyathus aspectabilis Vologdin found in the Siberian 
Platfonn as well as of s. canadensis Okulitch from northern British 
Colunbia and s. inyoensis Okulitch from california, but the presence 
of a conplex annulate irmer wall in Sigrrosyringocyathus dis~guishes 
it from them. No archaeocyathids belonging to Family Syring:>c::nematidae 
are known to have built an annulate irmer wall, and on this basis the 
proposal of a new genus is oonsidered necessary for systematic class-
ification. 
HORIZCl\1 AND I..£X:ALITY: . This new species is found to be oonnon in the 
!£Mer- level Archaeocyathid Reefs in the laver part of Forteau fornation. 
Specinens were collected by the writer from Point Anour, L'anse Anour, 
Forteau, and Blanc Sablon. 
04- 04-
No: 1801 1802 
Locality 
Ialgth 15 
Largest 
Diarreter 4.50 5.50 
Width of 
Inte:rval1um 1.10 1.25 
Dianeter of 
Central 
Cavity 1.80 2.50 
Dianeter of 
Loculi 0.15 0.25 
Nurrber of 
Parieties 
-
32 
Parietal 
Coefficience - 5.8 
04- 04- 04- 04- 04- 09- 09- 09- 09- 09- 14- 14- 14-
1803a 1803b 1803c 1804 1805 1801a 180lb 1802a 1802b 1803 1801 1802 1803 
POINT AMOUR FORTEAU BLANC SABI.ON 
8.00 6.00 9.25 5.00 5.75 5.20 5.00 8.00 5.75 4.25 5.25 
2.50 1.75 2.75 1.25 1.50 1.60 1.40 2.00 1.50 1.25 
3.00 2.50 3.75 2.50 2.75 2.00 2.20 4.00 2.75 1.50 
0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
44 32 47 - 38 29 23 45 34 23 
5.5 5.3 5.0 - 7 5.5 4.6 5.5 5.9 5.4 
Tab1e-11 Dirrensional M:asurerrents of Signosyringocyathus cy1indricus nov. sp. 
(in mi.11ineters) 
1.25 
2.75 
0.25 
29 
7.4 
20 
6.5 6.75 
1.50 2.25 
3.00 2.25 
0.25 0.25 
-
29 
-
4.4 
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~= Holotype, MJAF 04-1801, cross section; MJAF 04-1802, 
longitudinal section. Paratypes, M1AF 04-1803, 04-1804, 04-1805, 
09-1801, 09-1802, 09-1803, 14-1801, 14-1802, and 14-1803. All 
naterial is deposited with the Goology Depart.Itent, Mmorial 
tru.versity of Newfoundland. 
Syringx:yathus canadensis Okulitch, 1955 
{Plate 25, Figs. 1,2; Plate 26, Figs. 1,2; Plate 27, 
Figs. 1,2; Plate 28, ~g. 1; Plate 45, Figs. 1,2) 
This species is one of the connon. archaeocyathids found 
in the Labrador Canbrian area. It occurs both in the !£Mer-Level 
and the Higher-level Archaeocyathid Reefs. Its habit of living in 
snall colonies resulted in snall localized facies conposed entirely 
of this species in the najor reef bodies* This species shCMS eviClenCE 
of budding reproduction. Da_ughter archaeocyathids produCEd by b~g 
f:requ:mtly were found attached to nether archaeocyathids. 
Despite its comron occurrenCE in the area tmder discus-
sian, this is the first report of this ·species from Labrador. 
G:NERAL SHAPE: The_ general shape of this species is a long, narrow, 
acutely conical cup. The length of the cup is slightly over llOnm 
for the longest specirren which was collected from a locality to the 
east of L'anse au Clair. The upper dianeter of the cup ranges from 
15nm to 26nm {Table-12). 
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No: 04-2001 04-2002 05-2001 06-2001 08-2002 08-2003 11-2001 11-2004 11-2005 
L'anse CrcM 
Locality Point Amour Airour Head Buckle's Point L'anse au Clair 
Stratigraphic 
Elevation L<:Mer-level Archaeo. Reefs Higher-Ievel Archaeocyathid Reefs 
Largest 
Diarceter 14rnn 9nm lSrcm 16nm 15nm 17mn 22mn 26nm 20nm 
Length - - - - 80nm - - - llOitm 
Width of 
Intervallum 5nm 3rrm 5rrm 6mn 5rrm 6nm 9nm 9nm 8mn 
Diameter of 
Central 
cavity 4mn 3mn 5nm 4nm 5mn 5mn 4nm 8nm 4mn 
Table-12 D.ilnensional Measure:nents of Syringocyathus canadensis 
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OUI'ER WALL: The outer wall is sinple, thin, and perforated by fine 
po.r:es. It is gently transversely armulated, with c.r:ests of annul-
ations spaced lOnm apart. 
INI'ERVAIWM: The intervallum is wide, occupies one-third of the 
dianeter, and is about 6mm in width in nest specinens. The width 
of the intervallum is maintained nearly oonstantly tlu:oughout the 
whole conical cup, consequently in the lower portion of the cup the 
intervallum .r:elatively is so wide that the central cavity beoones 
indistinct. The intervallum cxmtains neny elO:Ogated polygonal 
loculi which have .the appearance of rounred tubes as a .r:esult of 
seoondaJ:y thick~g of the loculi wall. These polygonal loculi 
lead UfMard and outward from the axis of the cup. The ·angle between 
the q:Mard and outward di.r:ected loculi and the inner wall varies 
from 25 to 30 degrees. Secandal.y thick~g of skeletal elenents 
in the intervallum is OOimDilly observed. Well-preserved soft tissue 
adjacent to and i.Imediately surroun~g these thickened skeletal 
elenents provides evidence that thickening of skeletal elenents .r:e-
sulted f:r:orn inc.r:eased sec.r:etion of calcium carlxmate an the prinal:y 
skeleton by the organism while it was still a living and gn:Ming 
fonn. 
INNER WALL: The inner wall is thick and rather irregular. Lar~ 
po.r:es with dianeters as large as 0. Snm to 0. 8mn penetrate the inner 
wall and join the loculi in the intervallum and the central cavity· 
··-·-- --..... . ·-. __ ..,, __ ···- - . -
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At sone places a thin layer of solid skeletal el.enent can be seen 
to line the central cavity; this also may be the :result of further 
deposition of calcium cazbonate around the central cavity. 
CENl'RAL CAVJ!fi: The central cavity is sinple but has an irregular 
outline in the upper portion of the cup. In the lower portion of 
the cup the central cavity na.n:CMS and has a tendency to beoone in-
distinct. Dissepiirent-li.ke skeletal elenents cross the narrc:M central 
cavity in the lQ.ler portion of the cup. It is quite possible that 
sections across the lower portion of the cups of this species have 
been mistaken for speci.nens of Ganus Protoi!laretra at tines by sene 
students of this phylum. 
Syringocyathus sp. 
(Plate 28, Fig. 2) 
This species is represented by a cross section cut 
through a single specinen narked M.lAF 14-1901 collected fl:om I.ocality 
14 at Blanc Sablon. Di.nensional neasurenents obtained fl:om this 
cross section are as follCMS: 
Dianeter Width of Inte:rvallum 
lOmn 3.0mn 
Central Cavity 
4.0nm 
OU1'ER WALL: Outer wall is thin, sinple, c:x:mtinuous and perforated 
by fine pores. 
~ ·--·-- ·;:··· ---~···;- ... . .... . . .. . 
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INTERVALLUM: The intervallum oontains lei!ge loculi. The detailed 
structure of the loculi oould not be observed in the limited rraterial 
available for study. ~ge pores penetrate the loculi in the inter-
vallum. 
INNER WALL: The inner wall is sinple. It appears to be CX>npJSed of 
~ inner ends of loculi. Large pores perforate the inner wall and 
connect the central cavity with the loculi. 
DISCUSSIOO: This species differs from the ~ other syringocnerratids 
found in the thesis area by ha~g larger loculi perforated by large 
pores, and by the sinplicity of its inner wall. 
Family Mm'ACOSCINIDAE Bedford and Bedford, 1936 
Archaeosyoon billingsi (Walcott) , Taylor, 1910 
(Plate 29, Figs. 1,2; Plate 30, 
Figs. 1,2; Plate 31, Figs. 1,2) 
GENERAL SHAPE: The. general shape of this species is a cylindrical 
tube with a very slight taper. In the specirren labelled MJAF 04-1501, 
the dianeter of the cylindrical tube changes from lOmn to 8mn in a 
distance of 25mn, a rate of tapering alnost the sane as that of 
Waloott 's holotype (U.S. Nat. Museum, No. 15305) which was later 
. . 
redescribed by Okulitch (1943). Okulitch 's reneasurerrent of the 
rate of taper of Waloott 's holotype. gave a decrease from 16nm to 
14mn in a distanre of 30mn. In another speci.nen oollected from 
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Labrador by Dr. R.D. ~ughes and labelled MUAF 04-1503 there is no 
taper~g of the tube and in a distance of 20nm its dianeter, which 
neasures lOnm across, :renains unchanged. 
OUI'ER WALL: The outer wall is transversely annulated, but spacing 
of the annulations is ~gular. The thickness of the outer wall is 
0 .lmn as neasured under a microsoope. Pores are seen to have per-
forated the outer wall but ru:e not distinctly observable. 
INTERVALWM: The intervallum is filled with up-arched tabulae. The 
nunber of tabulae r~ges from 12 to 15 in a distance of lOnm m 
l~git\rlinal section. These tabulae project from the imler wall 
outwani into the intervallum in the fo:r:rn of horizontal bars. A short 
distance at~ey from the central cavity and from the inner wall these 
horizontal bars unite and are woven into a porous networlc of skeletal 
elerrents which fo:r:rn the up-arched tabulae. The oonbined pore area of 
cne of these tabulae is fen:: greater than the area of its solid 
skeletal elenent. Pores of the net-like tabulae are polygonal in 
shape and their sizes are variable. Successive horizontal tabulae 
are fastened in position and supported by vertical skeletal elerrents. 
One noteworthy feature fmm.d in the intervallum of this archaeocyathid 
species is the secondal:y thickening of skeletal elenents. In the 
lcmer portion of the cylindrical tube the skeletons were. greatly 
thickened by the deposition of thin layers of microccypt:ocrystalline 
calcite an the prinary skeleton, which also is oonposed of similar 
microccyptoc:rystalline calcite. Thin transparent suture lmes di vi~g 
:-------- .. ·-- . . -· ·· 
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the two layers of prinal:y and seoondal:y skeletons outline the original 
shape of the prinm:y skeletons. Usually in the lower portion of the 
tube the thicken:ing of skeletal elenents is so conplete that pores of 
the porous tabulae are sealed off and solid non-porous up-arched tab-
ulae are present. The secondal:y thickening of skeletal elenents is 
judged not to be a result of sedinentaJ:y diagenetic calcification of 
the skeleton, but rather it is thought to have been deposited by the 
archaeocyathid during its lifet.ine. Evidence support:4'1g this idea is 
the observation that the thickened part of the skeleton are made up 
of microcryptoc:rystalline calcite whidl easily can be distinguished 
from microc:rystalline calcite or ooarse transparent sparite. 'lhese 
two latter fontS of calcium camanate minerals are the result of 
diag:metic alteration. Thick~g of skeletal elenents proceeded 
from the lower portion of the tube into the upper portion in a vertical 
direction. In the horizontal direction, thick~g of tabulae started 
from the inner wall and proceeded tmTai:ds the outer wall. Acoo~gly, 
ve:ry often the lower portion of the tube is filled with solid blocks 
of skeletal elenents while the tabulae :in the upper portion of the tube 
are thin and porous. '!he li ~g tissue of archaeocyathids, in addition 
to depositing seconda:ry microc:rystalline calcite which thickened the 
skeletal elenents, also built nune:rous thin vesicular dissepinents in 
the lower part of the tube. W:lere the l<:Mer parts are not occupied 
by solid skeletal elenents, they are filled with thin curving dissepi-
nents which are totally lacking in the intervallurn in the upper portion 
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of the tube. Two canplete l~gitudinal sections denonstrate that 
the spitz of this species is of Archaeophretra type. 
INNER WALL: The inner wall is very thin and sonetines obscured by 
secondaJ:y thick~g. It is perforated by fine p:>res of unknown 
pattem. 
CENl'RAL CAVI!I!Y: The central cavity is wide and usually has the sane 
width as the intervalltnn. Ends of horizontal bars, which fused and 
united foDl'fi!lg porous tabulae, project a short distance into the 
central cavity. In those places where these bars are thickened they 
. give the central cavity an irregular outline. No skeletal elenents 
were seen in the central cavity. 
DISCUSSION: The genus Archaeosycon was founded by Taylor in 1910. 
It was based on Archaeocyathus billingsi Walcott whidl Taylor re-
. garded as a m=nber of the Coscinocyathidae. In 1943, Ckulitch in-
cluded this. genus in Family ~tacoscinidae on the basis of the 
presence of abundant taeniae and ~gular skeletal structures which 
fill the intervallum, but he regarded this ass~gnrrent to be tentative 
for lack of kncMl~~ about the character of the spitz of Arch-
aeosycon (Okulitch, 1943). Present work by the writer on Labrador 
rraterial, including two conplete longitudinal sections oollected 
from Forteau and Point Arcour, provides strong support for Okuli tch 's 
classification. The writer's present collection and research also 
shCM that there are sane problens to be clarified conceming another 
ro ~ . • . ~--- --··-- --- ·~··· --------
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. genus, Claruscyathus, which was founded by Vol~gdin in 1932, and 
placed in the sane family. Definition of the genus Claruscyathus 
can be given best by quoting Okulitch 1 s description of it as it 
appears in the Treatise on Invertebrate Paleontology, Part E, 
Archaeocyatha and Porifera: "G=neral structure like that of 
Archaeocyathus but has UfMCll:dly oonvex tabulae". This brief 
statenent does not afford a very clear distinction between the 
. genera Archaeosyoon and Claruscyathus, and the writer finds it 
difficult to tell one from the other. 
In one of the specinens oollected by the writer from 
Point Anour and labelled M.1AF 04-1701 the cylindrical cup is oonplete 
down to the spitz. A longitudinal section of the spec:ilren (Plate 31, 
Fig; 1) shcMs that the upper portion of the cylindrical cup e:xhibits 
every structural feature characteristic of Archaeosyoon. Hc:Mever, in 
the lower portion of the cylindrical cup nost of the skeletal elenents 
are thickened, and vesicular tissue fills the intervallwn. It is m1-
fortunate that Walcott 1 s holotype did not show the skeletal structure 
of the lower portion of the cup because examination of the oonplicated 
lower portion of the cup alone will certainly lead one to believe that 
there are so:ne systematic differences between the two genera. The 
present writer believes that during its earlier stages Archaeosyoon 
species built a sinple cylindrical cup in the intervallum of which 
porous up-arched tabulae and vertical skeletal structures were the 
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nain elenents. 'lhe central cavity of this stage is sinple. During 
the later stage of the organism 1 s life excessive annunts of micro-
ccypt:ocl:ystalline calcite were added to the skeletal elenents, whidl 
consequ;ntly were thickened. Another skeletal structure :related to 
the a¢ng of the ardlaeocyathid is the dissepinent in the intervallum. 
~position of thin curving dissepinents began in the lower portion of 
the cup and p:roceeded l.JtMards d~g the later stage of the archaeo-
cyathid 1 s life. The :result is that the si.nple upper portion of the 
cup usually differs from the oonplicated lCMer portion of the cup in 
appearance by a lack of vesicular tissm and in the presence of thin-
ner skeletal elenents. 
The present writer believes that the specinens on whidl 
Vologdin founded the new: genus Claruscyathus is in fact the lc:Mer 
porticn of an Archaeosycxm species with a conplicated intervallum 
structure. Because the nane Arohaeosycxm bears priority over the 
yo'll;tlger term Claruscyathus the latter should be abandoned. 
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Sub-class EXOCYATHA Okulitdl, 1943 
Order CRO:.MlOCYATHINA Bedford 
Family EXOCYATHIDAE Bedford 
Gmus Emcyathus Bedfom 
Irregular masses of archaeocyathid vesicular structures, 
sone in the fom of cx:moentric. grcMths, and others oonpris~g either 
emtheca-like or zoot-like tissue, c:bserved surrotm~g or attached 
to other ardlaeocyathid individuals have been studied by nany students 
of this phylum. Various explanations for these ardlaeocyathid 
structures, whidl are reoorded from Canbrian strata of Australia, 
Sardinia, and North Anerica, have been pmpcsed. '!hey are ceveloped 
best in Labrador, South Australia, and in sone Siberian localities 
(Okulitch, 1946). 
Professor J. G. Bomemann (1866) was the first paleon-
tologist to reoognize and study this type of archaeocyathid structure. 
His researdl led him to the cx:mclusion that. it was related to repro-
duction. Taylor (1910), after examination of this structure, stated 
his belief that it was either an anchoring root or an exothecal 
structure. In 19 37, R. Bedford and J. Bedford studied several types 
of this structure, considered them to be of systemic significance, 
and referred them to. genera and species. They re~gnized two types: 
one they naned Exocyathus, and the other Mataldetino;pha. 
~-.- - ·-~ ·-·-!"" · .. ····· ·· ····-·· -· . 
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The Labrador Archaeocyathid Fauna was first described 
by Okulitch in 1943. He :reoognized two different types of this 
structure on the basis of which he proposed two new species: 
Emcyathus canadensis and E. :regularis. Although Ckulitch &scribed 
these two "species" he was hesitant in classifying them as valid and 
independent generic fonn, and he stated that these "species" might 
actually be pathol~gic o'*'grcMths of the enclosed ardlaeocyathids 
(Okulitdl, pp. 48, 83, 84, 1943). Three years later, in 1946, he 
decided that these structures we:re not indepen&nt ~rganisms but 
rather "emthecal lanellae" of the ardlaeocyathids enclosed by them. 
Canseq\Elltly, he abandoned his earlier classification (Okulitch, 1943) 
of Emcyatha,. given belCM: 
Phylum ARCHAECX::YATHA 
(Class PI..OOSPCNGIA) 
Sub-class EXOCYATHA 
Family EXOCYATHIDAE Bedford 
Genus Exocyathus Bedford 
Genus Ajacia Bedford 
Genus ~taldetinoqila Bedford 
Family VESICUWIDAE Vol~gdin 
Genus Labyrinthorogila Vo~g:lin 
Family ~CYATHimE Okulitch 
Genus .Mathewcyathus Okulitch 
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Replac~g this eliminated Sub-class, Okulitch proposed four de-
scripti ve tezm; for four distinct types of "ex:>thecal lanellae", 
these terns wem: 
(i) Exocyathorrol:};tlous E:xothecal Lanellae: ". • • • • the 
rrost mgular and solidly built e:xothecal structw:es. • ••.• The 
lanellae :fozrn cxmcentric encrustations or nore or less in:egular 
p:rotuberan~ attached to central cups of Ajacicyathina and M:ta-
cyathina. • • • • • Essentially, exocyathorrorphous lanellae mpeat and 
msenble the intervallum structure of the parent o~ganism. In cross-
sections this gives a pattem of conplete or inconplete cxmoentric 
lanellae, with nom or less definite walls, and a well-developed 
system of parieties (septa) , taeniae, and dissepinEnts exten~g 
f:rom wall to wall." (Okulitdl, op cit., p. 82) 
(ii) ~taldetinorphous E:xothecal Lanellae: "This type 
of lanellae is a nodification of the prec:Eeding, sh<:Ming consider-
ably less mgularity of strucLure. The structure is still nost 
comronly in the fozrn of a cxmoentric lanella tightly attached to 
the outer wall of the pamnt organism, but the transverse parieties 
or septa am la~g, be~g replaa:!d by abundant taeniae and dis-
sepinents, resulting in vesicular or semi -vesicular tissue. • •• • . 
"It is thus apparent that, in g:meral, exocyatho:rrorphous 
tissue resenbles sonewhat the intervallum structure of Canbrocyathidae 
and in sone cases even Ajacicyathidae, while netaldeti:rrorphouse tissue 
r.--~---.·- ~ - ·- . 
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resenbles nore that of Archaeocyathidae (Spimcyathidae). Identi-
fication is sorretines made difficult because of internediate types. " 
(Okulitdl, q> cit.' pp. 82' 83) 
(iii) Labyrinthonor{ilous Exothecal Larrellae: "'!he 
labyrinthC>ItO.qilous lanellae cxmsist of ir~gular vesicular tissue. 
They seloom, if ever, fonn conplete cx::mamtric rings around the 
pa:mnt organism, but rather fonn shapeless excresam~ attached 
by their broad base to the outer wall of the central cup and 
gradually tapering off distally." (Okulitch, q> cit., p. 83) 
(i v) Tersiam:u:phous Exothecal I.anellae: "The tersia-
nor{ilous larrellae are lang, ribbon-like structures, cxmsisting of 
. greatly elongated, filanent-like taeniae, strengthened by vesicles. 
They fonn root-like excrescences an other pleos~ges. • • • • • Be-
cause of their length, tersianDl:phous larrellae are easily broken 
off and buried in the substratum as seemingly independent structures. " 
(Okulitch, op cit., p. 83) 
The present writer, after study of the Labrador fatma, 
believes that he has fossil material indicating that these struc-
tures are the skeletal elerrents of organisms of independent generic 
fonn, and next he will discuss evidence in support of the Bedfords ' 
classification of these structures as independent genera and species· 
-- .- .-.. ·-- -
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In the Laoler-Ievel Ardlaeocyathid Reefs of the thesis 
area, cups of ardlaeocyathics belon~g to G:mus Ajacicyathus 
frequently shc:M cxmfus~g structw:es of pyC10iClocyathid-type occ~­
~g part of the intervallum. 'Ihese structures usually differ from 
the rest of the cup in ha~g nunerous dissepirrents and in ha~g 
well-preserved soft tissue. In the portion of the cup occupied by 
the dissepirrent-bearing structures the intervallum is filled with 
clear, transparent, coarse crystalline calcite, ha-rever, the rest 
of the intervallmn and the cup is void of such ceystalline calcite 
and instead filled with a reddish ooloured sedinent. (Plate 33, 
Fig. 1) 
In the Lc::Mer-Ievel Ardlaeocyathid Reefs at Point Anour 
a 1~ cup of Ajacicyathus profuncbmi.nus was oollected which was 
filled with red calcareous sedinent. The sinple radiating parieties 
in the intervallmn of the specinen were well preserved, a ness of 
vesicular tissue made up of white calcite encrusted the lc:Mer end 
of the cup incl~g the spitz and extended into the intervallum 
which, oonsequently, showed a cup structure oonpletely different 
from that of an ajacicyathid. (Plate 34, Fig. 1) 
These two str~g phenonena are difficult to explain 
in tenrs of norphologic structure of the fossil, if it is to be 
oonsidered a single individual. Okulitch 's theory of "e:xothecal 
lanellae" will not explain these phenonena. It is evident that the 
. --;;~::.:._ ....: ·.. . .: . . -: .. 
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cup housi!lg the vesicular tissue had been left behind by a dead 
archaeocye.thid and becane evacuated, and this archaeocyathid 
certainly was not likely to have built the vesicular tissue in 
the intervallum. The present writer tends to think that "exothecal 
larrellae" if produced by an archaeocyathid should be identical with 
that of the parent organism, a point of view also stated by Okulitch 
(1946). 
'llle writer believes that these structures were built 
by an archaeocyathid other than the one that built the evacuated 
basal cup. The fonter archaeocyathid, presumably of independent 
. ~eric and specific rank, prchably had either a free ~g or 
planktonic larval stage, during which the larva swam or drifted 
about until it enoounte:red an adequate substratum en which to settle 
prior to developnent into an adult archaeocyathid. Abandoned enpty 
cups of aj acicyathids appear to have served this purpose well. A 
drifting or free sw~g larva of another archaeocyathid settled 
on an ajacicyathid cup and, us~g the skeletal elenents of it as 
a supporting frarrework, was able to build the vesicular tissue 
typical of an exocyathid. Although an exocyathid was capable of 
building its own vesicular tissue, it seens to the writer that it 
IIE.y not have been able to build a oonplete cup, and in order to 
survive had to encrust itself around a fore.ign solid object as a 
neans of support. If such was the case, it is only reasonable to 
assune that abandoned cups of other archaeocyathids, since they 
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provided nearly the only available solid substratwn in a reef, 
we:re well adapted to serve as basal supports. 
Encrusting of vesicular archaeocyathid tissue on cups 
of other ardlaeocyathids occurs not only in the case of abanooned 
evacuated cups but also to cups still occupied by li vi.ng arc:haeo-
cyathids. Well-preserved soft tissue in the intervallwn of the 
encrusted archaeocyathid as well as in encrus~g vesicular tissue 
is obvious evidenoo of such a :relationship. When an encrus~g 
ardlaeocyathid settled on a host ardlaeocyathid, it did not settle 
in the intervallwn but instead attached itself to the outer wall 
of the encrusted archaeocyathid fo~g a ooncentric layer of ves-
icular tissue which surrounded the encrusted cup ·alnost conpletely. 
In nest cases these layers. g:rew out from one side of the attadled 
cup lea~g the opposite side of the cup open, and the whole nass 
of ooncentric tissue fol:llEd an onega-shaped layer. One may speculate 
that an encrus~g layer on the outer wall of an archaeocyathid might 
hann the encrusted archaeocyathid, and the :relationship between the 
encrusted and the encrus~g archaeocyathids indeed nay seem en 
cursory examination to :resenble parasitism. Under this cxmdition 
presumably the water currents, whidl passed through the tissue of 
encrusted archaeocyathid and brought a food supply, would be partially 
cut off, and the encrusted archaeocyathid cxmsequently :reacted by :re-
ce<f:41g its soft living tissue tc:Mards the centre of the cup in order 
to leave a free space between the soft tissue and the cup so as to be 
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able to maintain the water circulation system. This phenonenon 
is illustrated by several thin sections ~g an encrusted 
archaeocyathid in which the soft tissue has :receded to the opposite 
unencrusted side of the cup (Plate 35, Fig. 1) • This :relationship 
altho:Ugh not cbserved by Okulitch, was rightly sunnised by him 
(Okulitch, op cit, p. 81). 
The Bedfords :referred to emcyathids as ~g parasitic 
in habit, but this would only cover the case when an exocyathid en-
crusted on the outer wall of another li "-419 archaeocyathid. On the 
other hand there am nany exanples in the writer's collection in 
whidl incrustation occurred in the enpty aban<Xmed cups and inter-
vallum spares of dead archaeocyathids. The definition of parasitism 
would not cover this latter case, and the:refo:re the present writer 
favours the use of the word "encrus~g" for the relationship found 
between exocyathids and the hous~g cups. 
Okulitch stated that the "microscopic structure of the 
tissue appears to be identical with that of the parent organism. " 
(Okulitch, op cit, p. 81) The structural fralla\U:tX of encrus~g 
layers of archaeocyathid consisted of an outer wall whidl is :per-
forated by poms, and pariety-like vertical skeletal elenents that 
am arranged normal to the "outer wall" and joining these "parieties" 
am nunerous curved dissepinents. In the species E?IDcyathus 
canadensis the skeletal structure very much :resenbles that of the 
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inte.rvallum structure of Pycnoidocyathus ancurensis and it is quite 
difficult to distinguish the two apart. However 1 Exocyathus 
canadensis has been seen to encrust archaeocyathids be~~g to 
the_ genus Archaeocyathus also. One could speculate that two species 
belonging to the sane_ genus ~ght produce alnost identical "exothecal 
outgn:Mths" but it does not seem very likely that species be~ging 
to two different_ genera would produce identical skeletal structUres 
(Plate 36 1 F_ig. 2) . The pxesent writer considers this phenonenon of 
identical encrus~g structuxes on species belon~g to different 
. genera as further evidence poin~g to the existence of either a 
fxee~g or fxee-dri~g larval stag3 1 or both. Set~'lg of 
larvae en the cups of archaeocyathids belO;l'lging to different_ genera 
consequently might :result in the developnent of identical vesicular 
tissue around cups of ardlaeocyathids belO;l'lging to different: genera 
or species. 
The position of these encrusting masses on the encrusted 
archaeocyathid cups also provide additional evidence cxmf~g the 
writer's point of view. On cups of archaeocyathids ove;rgrcMil by the 
vesicular tissue of encrusting emcyathids the vesicular mass nay 
"cl~g" to the lower end of a cup and mach dcMn to the substratum 
(Plate 34 1 Figs. 1 1 2) 1 it may be housed in any portion of the inter-
vallum of an abandoned cup (Plate 33 1 Figs. 112) 1 but rrost cormonly 
it surrounds the outer wall ·of an encrusted cup. The first and the 
third features may not be n~gative proofs to Okulitch 's "exothecal 
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lanellae" theory, but the seoond feature oould only be built by a 
free-swimning or dri~g larva which settled on the intervallum 
of the cup. 
Based on the eviaence discussed above the writer can-
eludes that the o.rganisrn that built the masses of vesicular tissue 
was an archaeocyathid with independent. generic rank. This archaeo-
cyathid, Gmus E?a?cyathus Bedford, was capable of buil~g a mass 
of vesicular tissue which Iraintained a difinite franework oonsis~g 
of cx::ncentric layers of porous elenents. 
E»:?cyathus canadensis Okulitch, 1943 
(Plate 35, ~igs. 1,2; Plate 36, Figs. 1,2) 
Encrusting archaeocyathid that had either a f:ree-swim-
ming or dri~g larval st:age, settled on a solid substratum -- in 
I1DSt cases either the abandoned cups of dead archaeocyathids or cups 
of living archaeocyathids - and built either masses or cxmcentric 
layers of skeletal elenents which ncre or less maintained a definite 
structural franework. 'Ihese nasses and concentric layers of ves-
icular skeletal elealailts <Xlr.!Sist of a rx:>rous wall noma! to which 
are nunemus, ~gularly-arranged, vertical, porous parieties, which 
are usually short and thick. Nunerous thin, curved dissepinents 
connect the parieties and trend parallel to the wall. 
This species is distriliuted in both the Higher-level and 
~level Archaeocyathid Reefs throughout the napped area • 
:n 
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Phylum Brachiopoda Duneril, 1806 
Class Inarticulata Huxley, 1869 
Order <l:>olellida Rc:Mell, 1965 
Superfamily Obolellacea Waloott & Schudlert, 1908 
Family <lx>lellidae 
Walcott & Schuchert, 1908 
Obolella chmnatica Billings 
(Plats 46, Figs. 1,2j 
Shell thick, calcazeous, suboval in outline. Valves 
bicxmvex, curvature of anterior end stJ:t>:ng:rr than posterior end, 
anterior IIB!gin broadly rounded. Grao1th lines are concentric and 
strongly ridg:!d, spa~g o£: grc:M:h lines is ~gular. Pedicle 
~g is situated slightly anterior to beak on the pedicle valve. 
Character of :pseudointerarea not observed. 
Order Orthida Schuchert & Cooper, 1932 
Suborder Orthidina Schuchert & Cooper, 1932 
Superfamily Billingsellacea Schuchert, 1893 
Family Nisusiidae Waloott & Schuchert, 1908 
Nisusia oriens Walcott 
(Plate 4 7, Fig. 1) 
Shell subquadrate, costellate, with faintly developed 
nedium sulcus'· growth lines not very distinct; hinge line rather 
lang, only slightly shorter than the width of the valve. Interarea 
and :pseucbdeltidium not observed • 
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Class Uncertain 
Order Kuto:rginida Kuhn, 1949 
Superfamily Kutorginacea Schuchert, 1893 
·Family Kuto:rginidae 
Schuchert, 1893 
Kutorgina cingulata (Billings) 
(Plate 47 I Fig. 2) 
Shell calcareous, suboval in outline. Valves con-
cavoconvex, with anterior margin broadly rO\mded. Ventral valve 
strongly convex with faint concentric grcMth lines and a well 
developed sulcus. '!he brachial valve is convex at the umbo and 
becx::mes concave anteriorly. Beak and notothyrium not observed. 
. . 
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PHYLUM MLLUSCA 
Class CEPHAIDPODA Cl.Wier, 1707 
Sub-class uncertain 
Order Volborthellida Kobayashi, 1937 
Family Salte:tellidae Poulsen, 1932 
Salte:tella rugosa Billings 
(Plate 48, Fig. 1) 
Snall, slender, conical oonchs with strongly oonical, 
closely spaCEd septa. ~gths of the straight conical tubes range 
from lOmn to lSmn; rraxi.num di.aneter of li ~g chanber 3mn; naxi.mJrn 
di.aneter of the amtral tube (which resenbles the siphuncle of 
CE:P'lalopods) 0 • 4nm. 
This snall conical fossil is distributed widely in the 
Forteau foncation both horizontally and vertically. It first appears 
at the base of the Ebrteau fo:r:natian and is persistent throughout it. 
It foiiiS snall lenses of linestane in the U:Mer-level Archaeocyathid 
Reefs of the k'Mer M3nber of· Ebrteau fornation. In the Middle Manber 
it is a conponent of the fossiliferous linestone beds which altemate 
with. greenish~grey fossiliferous shale beds. In the Upper M:mber it 
is the chief conponent of the oolitic algallirrestone beds and forrrs 
lenses in the Higher-level Archaeocyathid Reefs. OUtcrops bearing 
this fossils are distributed from L • anse au Diable to L'anse au Clair· 
::~· ··~··-· - - . 
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Salterella sp. 
(Plate 48, Fig. 2) 
Small, slender, orthoconic oonchs. Conical septa are 
widely spaced with a distance between successive cx:mes of 2.4nm, and 
only three or four conical septa may be present in an adult cx:mch 
the total length of which is 13nm. Dianeter of the average li v~g 
chanber is 1. 3nm. No central tube present in oonch. Cross secticn 
of oonch is circular. 
'!his species may be oonpared to Salterella billingsi 
Safford whidl is Middle OrCbvician in age. 
Salterella sp. occurs in a clastic linestone which over-
lies an archaeocyathid reef of the U:Mer ~r of the Forteau form-
aticn at Forteau. This fossil locality was in a madcut located 200 
feet west of the vill~ge of Forteau, but now may have been obscured 
by road oonstructian dur~g the sunner of 1966. 
Class CALYPIOPI'OW\TIDA Fisher, 1962 
Order HYOLITHIDA Mathew, 1899 
Suborder HYOLITHINA Mathew, 1899 
Family HYOLITHIDAE Nicholson, 1872 
Hyolithes billingsi Walcott 
(Plate 49, ~igs. 1,2) 
Bilaterally synnetrical, pyridal shells, cross sections 
of shells subtriangular, lengths of shells vary from 18nm to 35nm. 
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Dorsal side of shell romded1 ventral sicle flattened. Opercula 
not oollected. 
In the thesis ama1 this fossil is oonm:n in the 
fossiliferous Forteau fonnatioo 1 being fomd both in archaeo-
cyathid reefs 1 and in muddy ~gal linestones of the Upper ~. 
A thin bed of linestones macle up of this fossil and the calcareous 
alga Solenopora taylorensis is ~ near L'anse Airour. 
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Phylum ARrHROPOOA 
Subphylum TRIWBITAM:>RPHA 
Class TRIIOBITA Walch, 1771 
Order REDLI<liiiDA Richter, 1933 
Subm:der OLENELLINA Resser, 1938 
Family OLENELLIDAE Vogdes, 189 3 
Subfamily ClLENELLINAE Vogdes, 1893 
Olenellus thonpsoni (Hall) 
(Plate 50, ~igs. 1,2; Plate 51, Fig. 1) 
Cephalon semicircular in shape,. genal spine well 
developed, furra..rs very distinct. Glabella subcylindrical with 
rounded frcntal lobe and 3 pairs of lateral fl.li'rOWS ' · glabella 
not .reaching anterior border flll:'rCM. E.Yes large. 
'Ihorax oonposed of 14 segrcents with well-defined 
pleural furrCMS, pleural spines well developed, directed d:>liquely 
backward. Pygidium minute. 
Order CORYNEXIXliiDA Kd:>ayashi, 1935 
Family DORYPYGIDAE Kobayashi, 1935 
Bonnia sp. 
(Plate 51, Fig. 2) 
Snell, strongly arched. Glabella expanding and 
:reaching anterior furrc:M. 
Pygidium large, and semicircular in sha:I;e. 
c.: 
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PIAN'l' FOSSilS 
DIVISICN lmJOOPHY'm Papenfuss, 1946 
(Red ~gae) 
Class RHOOOPHYCEAE Rup:redlt, 1901 
Family SOLENOPORACEAE Pia, 1927 
Genus Solenopora Dy1:x:Mski, 1878 
Solenopora belermos nov. sp. 
(Plate 52, F_igs. 1,2; Plate 53, ~igs. 1,2) 
DESCRIP!'IOO: Tissue conposed of threads of l~ge ~lls. Cell thteads 
a:re spear-shaped, straight, loosely packed, and sp:read out in radiating 
fashion from their base. These spear-shaped ~11 th:reads a:re l~g and 
re1:0ge from 0.25nm to 5.0nm. No cross partitions we:re observed in the 
~11 threads. Cell widths ~ge from 0. 05mn to 0 .15nm. Cross sections 
of ~lls a:re polygonal in shape. 
Solenopora belennos nov. sp. is dimctly associated with 
archaeocyathids in reef bodies in the I.aorer .loS'Iber of the Forteau 
Fonnation and grew in physical niches in the densely populated arch-
aeocyathid reefs, frequently attached to archaeocyathid cups. They 
also flourished in the central cavities and intervallmn spaces of 
arc:haeocyathids (Plate 53, Fig. 2). The presence of soft tissue pre-
served in the intervallum of the archaeocyathid shown in the sane 
Figure denunstrates that the a;tga gieW in the intervallum of the 
., 
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archaeocyathid while the latter was still alive. It appeazs to the 
writer that the associated archaeocyathid at least tolerated the 
existence of the alga in its intervallurn in this speciiren and he 
believes that nornal synbiotic relationships existed between ardl-
aeocyathids and ~gae. Solenop?ra belennos nov. sp. was also fotmd 
associated with Seletanella forteauensis nov. sp., a new species of 
dasyclad ~ga (Plate 53, Fig. 1). 
HOIDI'YPE: Holotype of the new species was selected in the thin section 
labelled MJCF 09-0101, which also contains many paratypes. The line-
stone block that contains the holotype was collected from the Lc:Mer-
level Ardlaeocyathid Reefs exposed at Forteau, Forteau Bay, Labrador. 
PARATYPES: Thin sections containing paratypes of the new species are 
labelled: MUCF 09-0101, 04-0101, 04-0311, 04-0312, 04-0314, MUAF 
04-0204, 04-0208, 04-1501, 04-1701, 04-1707, 04-1801, 05-Q201, 05-0401, 
05-0403, 05-0601, 09-0805. 
STRATIGRAPHIC POSITION AND IOCALITY: This species is :restricted to 
the Iaoler-level Archaeocyathid Reefs. I..ocalities fran which this 
fossil was collected incluae: Locality 04, Point Anour Light House; 
Locality OS, L'anse Anour; locality 09, Forteau. 
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Soleno,EX?ra taylorensis nov. sp. 
(Plate 54, Figs. 1,2) 
DESCRIPI'ICN: Minute nodular masses, the. g:meral appearanre of which 
nay be romded, elongated, or i~gular. These masses Clo not seem to 
have been attached either to the sea floor or to other solid objects. 
Sizes of nodular masses ranga from 400 microns to slightly over 
2. Onm. Tissue conposed of densely packed long rell thmads. Walls 
of rell threads relatively thick, and vaxy between 3 microns and lO 
microns. Cross sections of rell threads are ,EX?lyg:mal in shape. 
Dianeters of the ,EX?lycpnal rell threads ranga from 9 microns to 30 
microns. Cell threads fan out radially from a rentre and branch up-
wcu:d. Partitions of rell threads are thimer than the ooll walls, 
and neasure about one to ~ microns in thickness. 
At Taylor's Guldl, where this algal species is exrept-
ionally well preserved and where the nodular ~gal nasses are filled 
with glauconite, larg:! rotmd chanbers are collllOn in neny of the 
nodular nasses (Plate 54, F~g. 2) • These chanbers are :rotmd objects 
with dianeters r~ging up to 190 microns. Usually several are pre-
sent in each algal nass. Although the outline of such :rotmded objects 
is suggestive of the poss.ible preservation of one type of reproductive 
organ terned canooptacle, the evidence for this conjecture is not 
oonclusi ve. Furtherno:re, the presenoo of conooptacles earlier than 
the Pennsylvanian has never been recorded (Jolmson, 1966) · 
• I 
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DISCUSSIOO: Stratigraphically S. taylorensis is the longest 
ran~g of the a_lgal species fotmd in the Forteau fonnation. It 
is present in the Ebrteau Fontatian in the basal dolomitic bed, 
in the U:Mer-level Archaeocyathid Reefs, and in the Middle and 
Upper M:mbers. In Taylor's Gulch specinens of it are exooption-
ally well preserved and algae collected he:re exhibit the best 
fonn and finest structure detail. The trivial nane of this new 
species is. given for this_ ~graphic locality. 
W\TERIAL: The thin section can~g the holot}-pe of the new 
species was p:repa:red from a linestone block collected from 
k>cality 07 at Taylor's G..llch and labelled M£F 07-Q201. It also 
oontains nurrerous paratypes. 
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DIVISICN CHIDOOPHYTA . Papenfuss, 1946 
II 
Class CHIDOOPHYCEAE Kutz~g, 1843 
Omer DASYCLAD.ALES Pascher, 1931 
II 
Family DASYCIADJ.ICEAE Kutz~g, 1843 
orth. nut. Stizenbergar 1 1860 
Gmus Seletonella I)ome 1 1950 
Seletalella forteauensis nov. sp. 
(Plate 55, Figs. 1, 2; Plate 56 , 
Figs. 1,2; Plate 57, ~igs. 1,2) 
DESCRIPI'IOO: 'lhallus minute and non-ramified; e:xhibits one of two 
distinct fonts, either an el~gated fusiform or a hemispheroidal 
form. Both fonrs characteristically are attached to substrata in-
cluding trilobite exoskeletons. 
:tEasured dinensional data of the two fonrs are: 
length 
Width 
Height (from base to 
· top of branches) 
'lhl.ckn.ess of calcar-
eous sheath 
Height of branches 
Dianeter of brandles 
Holotype 
2,100 u 
500 u 
60 u 
150 u 
30-60 u 
. ·; 
Fusiform Hemisphe:roidal 
950 - 2,280 u 600 - 1,100 u 
300 - 400 u 520 - 890 u 
330 - 560 u 370 - 940 u 
60 - 120 u 40 - 120u 
80 - 150 u 100 - 150 u 
30 - 70 u 40 - 80 u 
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The branches are short club-like with a radiating 
astarisk-shaped central cavity. The branches are all equally 
spaced and arranged in an oroerly pattern. 'lhe calcareous sheath 
is quite thick and is CXIIlpOSed of fine ccystalline calcite. This 
sheath is penetrated by openings which oonnect the central cavity 
of the main thallus and the branches. 
DISCUSSION: The new species closely resembles Seletanella mira, 
which has been described by Kome fran the Upper cambrian strata 
in Siberia and Kazakstan. It differs fran Seletanella mira in 
smaller size, nan-ramifying fo.mt, orderly and equally spaced 
arrangement of the branches and in the characteristic radiating 
or astarisk-shaped cavities of the br~'"lches. 
MATERIAL: Seletonella forteauensis has been fotmd only in the 
IDwer-level Archaeocyathid Reefs of the Forteau .Fonnation. Reef 
l:i.nestone blocks containing this alga were collected fran locations 
near Point Amour Light House and Forteau. The holotype of the new 
species is contained in the thin section marked MUCF 04-0304, 
which also contains many para types. Para types are also fotmd 
in sections labelled MUCF 04-0301 to 04-0315. 
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DIVISICN SCHIZOMlCDPHYTA 
Class SOO:ZOPHYCEAE or aru:>OOPHYCEAE 
"Section" POim'l'IDMATA Pia, 1927 
Qmus Gi.rvanella 
Nicholscn and Etheridg;, 1880 
Girvanella incrustans (Bomemann) 
(Plate 58, Figs. 1,2) 
IESCRIPI'ICN: · Thallus oonsists of a nass of twisted fine tubes 
fonning either a larg; circular or a slightly elliptical disk. 
The dianeters of these disks vary between 30nm and 50rrm and their 
thicknesses rang; from lOnrn to 15nm. M=gascopically the algal 
fonn is a:mposed of layers of algal naterial agg:cegated around 
a nucleus. The nuclei, when observed under a mi.c.rosccpe, are 
seen to be either e:xoskeletans of trilobites, brachicpod shells, 
II 
cephalopod shells, or oolites. 
The thallus of this species oonsists of layers of en-
crusting tubes amtered about a nucleus. These tubes are very 
fine and twisted. In horizontal sections the tubes are seen to 
be loosely scattered in random directicns an each layers. In 
vertical cross secticns the layers of tubes can be seen to be 
closely packed together. 
· :· 
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Dianeters of tubes va.z:y between 16 microns and 23 mi.cmns, 
with the najority close to 19 microns. 'IWenty neasured thicknesses 
of tube walls_ gave a f~gure close to 3 mi.c:rons but, because of re-
crystallization, the re~gnition and the neasurenent of tube walls 
was very difficult. 
This species was fOlmd in the Upper Manber of Fbrteau 
formation in the thesis area. Linestone beds con~g it are 
usually oolitic and nay, or may not, oontain Salterella, a slender, 
cx:mical cephalopod found in lower canbrian beds. The algal disks 
were ar.r~~d horizcntally al~g the bed~g planes. 
Girvanella nexicana Johnsen 
(Plate 59, Figs. 1,2; 
Plate 60, p,igs. 1,2) 
DESCRIPI'IOO: Thallus oonsists of na.sses of twisted fine tubes 
fo~g snail bean-shaped or irregular nodules. The size of these 
nodular algal na.sses ranges from 1nm to 6nm in dianeter. The 
arrangene:nt of tubes does not follCM any definite pattem, and 
nay be loosely scattered, closely packed, twisted into a circular 
networ.k., or in encrusted layers. Sizes of the algal tubes r~ge 
fran 20 microns to 29 microns. Walls of tubes seem to be thin 
but are not readily neasurable because of recrystallization of 
the calcitic ma.terial that nake up the tube walls. Occasionally, 
dar.:k dusty material is seen to line a wall gi'Vi?g it a thicker 
appearance. 
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Gi.rvanella nexicana appears to be limited to the Upper 
.M:mber of the Forteau formatim in the thesis area. Salterella, 
a g;mus which is OOilllDilly associated with G. incrustans, is absent 
in those linestone beds which contain G. nex:i.cana. 
Girvanella cf. Girvanella incrustans (Bornemann) 
(Plate 17, ~ig. 2; Plate 23, F.ig. 1) 
DESCRIPl'IOO': Thallus consists of twisted fine threads of ~gal 
tubes fo~g i~gular nasses. Unlike the other Gi.rvanella species 
fotmd in the thesis area, these nasses do not fonn any definite 
algal fonn, but instead were found attached to the outer wall of 
an exceptionally large pycnoidocyathid cup and intergJnm with the 
11Creeping11 archaeocyathid Archaeocyathus irr:egul.aris nov. sp. in 
the single specinen collected. The arr~genent of the fine tubes 
is pattemless. The ~gal tubes are densely packed and their 
dianeters vary be~ 13 microns and 16 microns. The thickness 
of the tube wall could not be neasured. Cross partitions appear 
to be absent in the tubes. 
The lack of a definite fonn and the minute size of the 
fine tubes make this alga difficult to place in its specific 
systenatic position, however, it seeiTS nearer to Girvanella incrustans 
than to any other species and is tentatively oonpared to this species. 
This algal specinen was collected from the Higher-level 
Archaeocyathid Reefs at Taylor's Gulch. 
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"Section" Sl?Oi:\UIOS'I'RG1ATA Pia, 1927 
Genus Collenia Waloott, 1914 
Oollenia filosa nov. sp. 
(Plate 61, Figs. 1:2) 
DESCRIPTION: Digital folltlS oormected at the base but branching 
~ leaving many interdigital spaces. Diameters of digits range 
fran 8nm to 60nm across. The digits are canposed of dane-shaped up-
arched layers, closely packed one on top of the other. The in~ 
digital spaces were filled with organic and inorganic material mst 
camonly the ~ga Solenopora taylorensis nov. sp. , and also clastic 
• II • quartz gralllS, ool1 tes, and fossil fragrcents. Shells of Salterella 
IU';JOSa which are ccmronly found in the same beds with Girvanella 
incrustans, occasionally filled the digital spaces as well as in 
the interior of the algal masses. 'Ihe rims of the algal fonns ad-
joining the interdigital spaces are marked by thin streaks of either 
brcMni.sh or dark-ooloured material. Microscopic observations of the 
new species reveal that the digital algal fo:ons are made up of layers 
of numerous twisting fine algal tubes identical with the tubes typical 
of algae belonging to Genus Girvanella. '!he writer found it very 
difficult to distinguish cell threads contained in specimens of the 
species when their external algal fonns were not observable. '!he 
tubes are short and twisting and their diameters vary between 19 microns 
and 22 microns. The thicJmess of a tube wall measures 2 microns· No 
particular tube pattern was observed. 
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DISCUSSION: 'Ihe "Section" SPOOOIO~TA was erected by Pia to 
include a large nlJ'Ilber of fossil foiiilS built by algae which show 
little or no microstructure, but which develop colonies having 
constant shapes (Johnson, 1966). 'Ihe Genus Collenia was described 
by Walcott (1914, p. 110) to be: 
".t-bre or less irregular dane-shaped, tw:binate 
or massive, laminated 1xxlies that grew with the 
arched surface uppenrost. The grOwth appears to 
have been by the addition of external layers of 
lamellae of vcu::ying thickness with interspaces 
that vazy greatly even in the same sJ?ec:irnen." 
Rezak in 1957 added the· following infonnation to Walcott's definition: 
"Colonies begin as incrustations on a surface 
of the substratum ani gro.v Uf:Mard by addition 
of convex laminae. Gross fo.Illl cylindrical or 
hemisifleroidal." (Johnson, 1966, p. 49.) 
Fran the above descriptions it is certain that the new 
species belongs to Genus Collenia. However, the presence of the fine 
twisting tubes rE!llOves this species, and perllaps the Genus Collenia 
to "Section" POROSTR:MATA which originally was introduced by Pia to 
include all fossil algae which have microstructures consisting of 
masses or bundles of well-defined tubes but which are of lli'lkrlam 
systematic position (Johnson, 1966, op. cit.) • Further detailed 
study nay clarify the confusing identity between Girvanella and the 
ne-~ species as well as the relationship between Girvanella and Collenia. 
Before this addi tiona! research has been carried out, the writer does 
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not reoonnend the :renoval of the new species and the Genus Collenia 
to the possilily nore valid position "Section" PORO.STOOmTA, and the 
problem of the systenatic position of the Genus Collenia remains 
open. 
MATERIAL: '!Wo blocks cant~g a_lgal forrrs were collected fran a 
bed oonpcsed entirely of Collenia species at a locality four miles 
to the west of Forteau. 'Ihe bed was 12 feet in l~gth, 6 feet in 
width, and 1 foot in thickness. It crops out on the north side of 
the road between Forteau and L 1 anse au Clair. Unfortunately, the 
lar~r of the two blocks oollected was lost oveiboard at the wharf 
during loading at L 1 anse au Ioup. Thin sections were prepared for 
mi.crosoopic study from the snaller block neas~g 8 inches l<l:Ylg, 
5 inches wide and 2 inches thick. The thin section labelled MD 
09-0701 oontains the holO'type of the new species. 
Collenia sp. 
(Plate 22, Fig. 2) 
DESCRIPI'IOO: Small done-shaped up-arched algal forrrs oonpcsed of 
thin layers of encrusting laminae whidl vary in colour from greenish-
yellCM to yellowish-brcMil. In the only specinen collected the base 
of the done-shaped algal mass was attached to the inner wall of a 
specinen of the archaeocyathid species Pycnoidocyathus profundus· 
The a_lgal form apparently grew from the inner wall t.CMams the rentral 
i 
il 
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cavity. In sone places the imler wall of the attached archaeocyathid 
:receded gi.v:ing place to the attached alga, and in these portioos of 
the intervallmn the width between the ~ walls becane n~r than 
nornal. '!he top of the done-shaped ~gal fonrs neasw:e lOnm across. 
No mi.cr:ostructw:e oould be observed, except for that of the included 
foreign material. A thin line of dark ooloured material marks the 
outline of the a_lgal fonn. 
DISa.JSSIOO: 'lhe_ general appearance of the algal form s~ggests that 
the alga should be :referred to G:mus Collenia, but the small size of 
the algal fonn and the limited material was insufficient for the 
writer to identify its specific position. 'Ibis specinen is believed 
to be the first mported Collenia species attached to an an::haeocyathid. 
Mm:RIAL: 'Ihln sectioos can~g this a_lga wem labelled M.lAF 
07-1002A and 1002B which also are the cr:oss sectioos of the arch-
aeocyathid Pycnoidocyathus profundus, oollected f:rom Taylor's Gulch, 
Labrador. 
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Plate 12 - Ajacicyathus nevaeensis (Okulitch) 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Ajacicyathus nevadensis (Okulitch) 
X4. MJAF 04-0101, r..ower-revel 
ArchaeoCYathid Reefs, Point 
Anour ~ght House, Labrador • 
Ajacicyathus nevadensis (Okulitc:h) 
X4. MOAF 04-0102, Lower-Level 
Archaeocyathid Reefs , Point 
Anour Light House, Labrador • 
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Plate 13 - Ajacicyathus profunOOminus Okulitch. 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Ajacicyathus profundom:i.rrals Okulitc:h • 
X3. MIAF 04-0201, I..a-Jer-Ievel 
Ardlaeocyathid .Reefs, Point Anour 
Light House, Labrador. 
Ajacicyathus profunchrnim.ls Okulitc:h. 
X2. mAF 05-0201, I..aver-I.evel 
Archaeocyathid Reefs, L'anse Anour, 
Labrador, shc:M~g three specinens 
that existed closely ~ther. Ex-
ocyathid tissue nay be seen attached 
to the outer walls as well as located 
in the interva.llum. 
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Plate 14 - Ajacicyathus profundomi,nals Okulitdl, and 
Ajacicyathus undulatus Okulitch 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Ajacicyathus profundom:imls Okulitdl 
X2. MlAF 09-0201, IJJwer-Ievel Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Forteau, Labrador. Transverse section 
shc:Ming inoonplete cups oontaining exocyathid 
tissue. Ajacicyathus nevadensis is p:resent 
in the r_ight hand side of the section. 
Ajacicyathus mdulatus Okulitch 
X3 • MJAF 06-0301, H:igher-Ievel Arc:haeocyathid 
Reefs, Taylor's G.llch ~ Labrador • 
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Plate 15 - Ajacicyathus argentus (Okulitdl) 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Ajacicyathus argentus (Okulitdl) 
X2. 5. MlAF 05-0403 1 !£:Mer-level Archaeo-
cyathid Reefs 1 L 1 anse .Arrour 1 labrador 1 
~g uneven thicknesses of the inter-
vallum and the bilateral synrretry of the 
cup. 
Ajacicyathus argentus (Okulitch} 
X2. M1AF 05-0401 1 !£Mer-level Archaeo-
cyathid Reefs 1 L 1 anse Arrour 1 Labrador. 
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Plate 16 - A:rchaeocyathus atlanticus Bill~gs 
~igure 
1. 
2. 
Archaeocyathus atlanticus Bil~gs 
X2. MJAF 09-0601, I.ao~er-Ievel Archaeocyathid 
Reefs 1 Forteau 1 Labrador. Transverse section 
shc:w.ing thickened skeletal elenents. Soft 
tissue is preserved in the intervallum. SUr-
roun~g the specircen are several Signcsyrins-
ocyathus cyl.iOOricus nov. sp., tlu:ee are 
attached to the outer wall of the ~ge centr-
ally located specircen of the A. atlanticus • 
Archaeocyathus atlanticus Bil~gs 
X3. MJAF 04-0601 1 ta-rer-Level Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Point Airour !4ght House 1 Labrador. 
Transverse section ~g narrcw central 
cavity and wide inte:rvallum. The specinen 
is cx:mpletely surromded by exocyathid tissue. 
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Plate 17 - Archaeocyathus irregularis nov· sp. 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Archaeocyathus ir:r:egu!aris nov. sp. 
Xl.5. MlAF 01-0701, ~level Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Capstan Island, Labrador. Rancbm section 
of holotype, ~g the lO:Jlg but irregularly 
extending "cup". ~g:mal prisnatic ~g 
skeletal elerrents are seen at places narked ''p" 
in the ~igu:re • 
Archaec::lc<Jathus irregularis nov. sp. 
Xl.6. M1AF 07-0701, Higher-level Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Taylor's Gllch, Labrador. Paratypes. In 
this random section several specinens nay be seen 
~g very ~gularly in twisted_ groups. 
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Plate 18 - Archaeogyathus patellifo:rmi.s nov. sp. 
F_igure 
1. 
2. 
Archaeocyathus patellifOimis nov. sp. 
X2. MIAF 09-0805, Forteau, Labrador. 
Paratype. Vertical section, ~g 
the thickened outer wall. The inter-
val1um is filled with taeniae. 
Arc::haeocyathus patelliformi.s nov. sp. 
X2 • M1AF 09-0803, lower-level Arch-
aeocyathid Reefs, Forteau, Labrador. 
Paratype. 
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Plate 19 - Protopharetra sp. 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Protopharetra sp. 
y:J. MUAF 04-0402 1 Lower-Level Arch-
aeocyathid Reefs 1 Point Atrour Light 
House. 
Cross section sh~g · narrc:M central 
cavity I P. dunbari? 
YQ1.mg st:age of a pycnoidocyathid 
X7 • MJAF 09-1803 1 !ower-Level Arch-
aeocyathid Reefs 1 Forteau1 Labrador • 
-- - · --.- .. . 
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Plate 20 - Pycnoidoc,yathus anl)urensis (Okulitch) 
1. 
2. 
Pycnoidocyathus anourensis (Okulitdl) 
X2. M.lAF 09-0902, Lower-Level Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Forteau, Labrador. Transverse sectim 
thro:Ugh the lower portion of the cup which 
shows a very narrow central cavity. Several 
layers of exocyathid tissue surround the outer 
cup. 
Pycnoidocyathus anourensis (Okulitch) 
X3 • M.lAF 04-0906 , lower-Level Ardlaeocyathid 
Reefs, Point Ancur Light House, Labrador. '!he 
intervallum is filled with str~ght parieties 
which we:re perforated by many 1~9e pores, 
thin dissepircents a:re nunerous. 
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Plate 21 - Pyc:noidocyathus anourensis (Okulitch) 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Pyc:noidocyathus ancurensis (Okulitch) 
X2. MJAF 09-0903, I.ower-Ievel Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Forteau, Labrador. Transverse section 
tllro_ugh the lc:Mer portion of a cup, sha-ring the 
amtral cavity filled with irregular skeletal 
elenents which are nosUy curving parieties and 
dissepirrents. 
Pyc:noidocyathus arrourensis (Okulitch) 
X2 • MlAF 09-0904, Lc:Mer-Level Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Forteau, Labrador. 
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Plate 22 - Pycnoidocyathus pmflmdus (Okulitch) 
Fi . ~ 
1. 
2. 
Pycnoidocyathus e.m:flmdus (Okulitch) 
Xl..S. MlAF 07-1002 1 Higher-Level Al:d1.aeo-
cyathid :aeefs 1 Taylor's Gllch1 Labrador 1 
~g wide a:mtral cavity to the inner 
wall of which are attached several Cl;lgal 
forns • 
Pycnoidocyathus proflmdus (Okulitdl) 
Xl..S. MJAF 03-1001 1 H:i9ler-Level Ardlaeo-
cyathid Reefs, Fox Cove 1 Labrador, shc:Ming 
narrow intervallmn and wide central cavity. 
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Plate 23 - Pycnoidocyathus pm:flmdus (Okulitdl) 
~igure 
1. 
2. 
Pycnoidocyathus pm:flmdus (Okulitdl) 
X2. MJAF 07-1003, R:igher-Ievel Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Taylor's Gllc::h, labrador. Part of a 
very l~ge sp9c:i.nen. calcamous B;lgae of am us 
Gi:rvanella fo:cn small oolalies attached to the 
outer wall. 
Pycnoidocyathus profundus (Okulitch) 
X2. MlAF 07-1001, R:igher-Ievel Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Taylor's Guldl, Labrador. 
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Plate 24 - Pycnoidocyathus cx:>lunbianus (Okulitdl) 
Page Figure 
1. Pycnoidocyathus cx:>lunbianus (Okulitdl) 68 
z. 
Xl.S. MIAF 02-1301, H:icjler-Ievel Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, fran a hill top 1,117 ft. in elevation in 
the valley of L'anse au Ioup, Iabracbr. '!he in-
tervallum is wide, filled with straight parieties, 
and the <Eltral cavity is filled with oolites. 
Pycnoi<hcyathus cx:>lunbianus (Okulitch) 
Xl.6. M1AF 09-1303, L<:Mer-Ievel Ardlaeocyathid 
Reefs, Ebrteau, Labrador. '!he central cavity is 
filled with fossil fragrrents. Soft tissue is 
p:rese:rved at the lCMer right portion of the photo-
. graph. 
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Plate 25 - Syrin~athus canadensis Okulitch 
~gure 
1. 
2. 
Syrincp:yathus canadensis Okulitch 
X2. MJAF 08-2002A, I.awer-Ievel Ardlaeocyathid 
Reefs, Buckle's Point, Forteau Bay, Labrador. 
Transverse secticn ~g the prismatic loculi 
in the intervallum. 'Ihi~g of skeletal ele-
nents occurs around the amtral cavity. 
Syringx:yathus canadensis Okulitch 
X2. M1AF 11-2001, ~gher-Ievel Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, E. of L'anse au Clair, Labrador. long-
itudinal secticn thro:Ugh the upper porticn of 
the cylindrical cup ~g UJ;Ma.rd and outwam 
climcted loculi. Larga poms am seen penetrat-
ing the inner wall. In the left half of the 
photograJ;il annulatian of the cup is shown. 
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Plate 26 - SyringocYathus cancdensis Okulitch 
F:Lgure 
1. 
2-. 
Syrin~athus canadensis Okulitch 
X2.5. MDAF 05-2001, IaEr-Ievel Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, L'anse AnDur, Labratbr. Cblique trans-
verse section show:ing the loculi and thickened 
irregular imler wall • 
Syrj.ng:?cyathus canadensis Okulitdi · 
X2. MlAF 08-2001, lower-level Archaeocyathid 
Peefs, Buckle's Point, Forteau Bay, Labraoor • 
Iongitu::linal section. Upper porticn of the cup 
shCMS the UfManl and outwanl dimcted loculi. 
In the lCMer portion the $letal elenents am 
thickened, and large poms that penetrate the 
inner wall am pmsent. 
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plate 27 - S}Tringocyathus canadensis Okulitch 
Fi 
- gw:e 
1. 
2. 
Syring:x:yathus canadensis Okulitch 
X3. MlAF 07-200lA, Higher-Level Ardlaeocyathid 
Ieefs, Taylor's Qll.ch, Labrador. Transverse 
section thm:Ugh the laorer portioo of the cup of 
a snell oolony of S. canadensis. The skeletal 
elenents were all thickened, and the amtral 
cavity is narrow and irregular in outline. 
Syring;>eyathus canadensis Okulitch 
X3. M1AF 07-2001B, Higher-Level Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Taylor's Gllch, Labrador. ~gitudinal 
section of 07-200lA, shc:Ming thickened skeletal 
elenents and la:rg= pores on the inner wall. 
Soft tissue is seen in the intervallum. 
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Plate 28 - Syringoc:.yathus canadensis Okulitch 
Syrin~athus sp. 
~gw:e 
1. 
2. 
Syrin~athus canadensis Okulitdl 
X2. MJAF 08-2003 1 H:Lgher-Ievel Archaeocyathid 
Reefs 1 Buckle's Point 1 Forteau Bay 1 Labrador· 
Longitudinal sections of~ specirrens which 
branch from a s~gle base • 
~athus sp. 
X4.5. MJAF 14-1901, lcMer-Ievel Archaeocyathid 
Reefs from the top of hill at rear of the fen:y 
lan~g 1 Blanc Sablon, Labrador. Cross section 
~g the large poly~ tubulae. 
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Plate 29 - Ardlaeosyccn billingsi (Walcott) 
.. 
--"''li·l'' 
' .. ~· 
' · ' 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
_......,..,._11:11.. Ollo---- -· .. .. -~ . 
Archaeosycxm billingsi (Walcott) 
X2~ MJAF 04-1801, I£Jwer-Level Azdlaeocyathid 
Reefs, Point AnDUr Light House, Labrador. 
Ialgitudinal sectioo of a cxrrplete cup, slrM-
ing the sinpler upper portion of the cup and 
the cmplicated lower portioo of the cup • 
Archaeosycxm billingsi (Walcott) 
X2. MlAF 04-1703, lower-Level Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Point Anour Light House, Labrador. 
Cross section of the sane specinen as seen above. 
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Plate 30 - ArdlaeosyOCJl billingsi (waloott} 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
ArdlaeosYCOll billingsi (waloott} 
X2. f.I1AF 09-1502, IaEr-Ievel Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Forteau, Iabrador. Ialgitudinal sectioo 
~g ~gh the upper p:>rtion of the 
cylindrical cup, ~g the up-arching per-
forated tabulae and vertical rods that sruwort 
the tabulae • 
Ardlaea;yccn billingsi (Waloott) 
X2.5. MJAF 09-1501, Wwer-Ievel Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Forteau, Labrador. Cross sectioo of 
specinen sham in the above figure. 'lhickening 
of skeletal elenents OCOJrS only arom1d the 
central cavity. In the lower left portion of 
the cup the net-like poxous tabula is also 
clearly seen. 
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Plate 31 - ArchaeosycQQ_ billingsi (Walcott) 
2. 
Archaeosycon billingsi (Walcott) 
X2. MUAF 04-1701 1 04-1702 1 IDwer-Leve1 Ardl-
aeocyathid Reefs 1 Point Alrour Light House 1 
Labrador. ~gitudinal secticn of a canplete 
cup contained in two thin sections 1 sha.dng 
the sinple 1 unthickened upper portion of the 
cup, and the oonplicated l~r portion of the 
cup due to thi~g. 
A:rchaeosyoon billingsi (Waloott) 
X2. Cross section of the sane speci.nen • 
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Plate 32 - Signosyringocyathus cylindricus nov. sp. 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Cross section of holotype, MlAF 04-1802, Point 
Anour. Due to reaystallization the fine 
stru.::ture is oot clearly revealed. 
Lcngi.tudinal section of holotype, contained in 
thin section MJAF 04-1801. The ~ and out-
wa.J:d oriented loculi are clearly shown. The 
sigllDid-shaped cross sections of annulate 
shelves are seen ~g the central cavity. 
At the lower portion of the central cavity 
tw:> dissepinent-like skeletal elenents are 
seen :rea~g across the central cavity. 
Section MlAF 14-1801, from Blanc Sablan, showing 
four specinens attached ~ther. In the 
obliquely cut la:rgest specinen the nesh-like 
appearance of the inner wall is shown. 
Section MlAF 04-1803, paratype, shCMing hexa-
. gonal loculi. 
Section MlAF 04-1803, fmm Point Anour, paratype, 
showing clissepinent-like skeletal elenents in 
the central cav"ity. Note also the tendency of 
the loculi in the intervallurn to fonn secondal:y 
cavities marked out m this photomicrograph as 
A and :S.. 
Section MJAF 09-1801, paratype from Fbrteau, 
shcMing the solid ring of the inner wall 
when cut perpendicular to the axis • 
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Plate 33 - Emevathus canadensis Okulitch 
~gure 
1. 
2. 
Exocyathus canadensis Okulitch 
xs. MJAF 04-0207, 04-02081 rower-revel 
Arcbaeocyathid Reefs 1 Point Anour Light 
House 1 Labrador. Serial secticns of a 
cup of Ajacicyathus pmfundominus hous~g 
an Exocyathus canadensis 1 soft tissue of 
the latter is well preserved. 
Rea:mstructicn of cup of the ajacicyathid 
shown in F.igure 1 1 with part of the outer 
wall peeled off to show the eiDC_Yathid 
structure . 
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Plate 34 - Exocyathus canadensis Okulitch 
1. 
2. 
·,..,._ . .. 
Polished section of a cup of Ajacicyathus 
profundaninals sh~g the lower portioo 
of the cup encrusted with Exocyathus 
canadensis. Slightly snal.ler than 
actual size. 
Sketch of the sane cup in F;igure 1, ~g 
detailed structure of Exocyathus canadensis. 
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Plate 35 - Exocyathus canadensis Okulitch, 
Pycnoidocyathus anourensis (Okulitdl), 
Ajacicyathus profundomirmls Okulitdl, and 
A. nevadensis (Okulitch) 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Exocyathus canadensis encrusted on a cup of 
Pycnoidocyathus anourensis. X3. M1AF 04-0902, 
~r-I.evel Archaeocyathid Reefs, Point Anour 
Light House, Labrador. The cup of the en-
crusted Pycnoidocyathus anou:rensis is seen 
receding its soft tissue to the other side 
of the cup where emcyathid tissue is absent. 
Exocyathus canadensis housed in cups of Ajaci-
cyathus profuncbm:i.nu.ls and A. nevadensis. 
X3. MlAF 09-0201, I.cMer-Level Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Forteau, LabraCbr. 
a. In this portion of the intervallmn the 
emcyathids were housed in the inter-
vallurn. 
b • The exocyathid tiss'!E had settled on the 
outer wall of the abandoned cup only. 
The cup of an Ajacicyathus nevadensis is also 
seen housing sorre exocyathid tissue. 
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Plate 36 - Exocyathus canadensis Okulitdl, 
Pycnoidocyathus anourensis (Okulitdl), and 
Archaeocyathus atlanticus Billings. 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
EIDcyathus canadensis en~g the cup of 
Pycnoidocyathus annurensis. X3. MJAF 04-0903. 
I.aver-I.evel Archaeocyathid Reefs, Point Ancur 
Light House, labrador. 
Archaeocyathus atlanticus Billings encrusted by 
the vesicular tissue of Exocyathus canadensis. 
X3 • r.iJAF 04-0601. Lc:Mer-Level Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Point Anour Light House, Labrador. 
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Plate 37 - Ajacic.yathus nevadensis (Okulitch) , and 
Ajacicyathus profundomi.Imls Okulitch 
1. 
2. 
(1) Ajacicyathus nevadensis (Okulitch) 
(2} Siqnosyri.mpcYathus cylindricus nov. sp. 
(3) Protopharetra sp. 
( 4) Pya1oidocyathus sp. 
X2. 7. MlAF ·o9-0102, lower-level Archaeo-
cyathid Reefs, Forteau, Labrador. Natural 
etch figures. 
Ajacicyathus proflllndominus Okulitch 
Xl.. M.lAF 04-0209, !Gler-Level Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Point Airour Light House, Labrador. 
longitudinal section showing sinp1e parieties. 
'!he lc:Mer portion of the cup is encrusted with 
exocyathid tissue. 
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Plate 38 - Ajacicyathus undulatus Okulitch 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Ajacicyathus undulatus Okulitch 
xo.s. MJAF ll-0301, H:l~I.evel Arc::haeocyathid 
Feefs, east of L • anse au Clair, Labrador. Stereo-
scopically paired {ilotogra};hs of naturally weath-
ered cup seen looking into the central cavity. 
'!be inner wall is weathered away and shows the 
intervallmn structure • 
Aj acicyathus profund:>minus Okulitch 
Xl. .MtJl.\F 04-0201 1 ll:igher-I.evel Archaeocyathid 
Reefs 1 Point Ancur I Labrador. Ste:reosc:opically 
pai:red pho~graphs showing the amtr~ cavity. 
The intervallum contains nunerous straight 
parieties. 
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Plate 39 - Ajacicyathus ridlardsoni nov. sp. 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Ajacicyathus richamsoni nov. sp. 
Xl. MlAF 11-0501, holotype, Hi9ler-Level 
Archaeocyathid Reefs, east of L'anse au 
Clair, Labrador. Stereosoopically paired 
pho~graphs of holotype sh~g the 
dlaracteristic cup and annulations. 
Ajacicyathus richardscni nov. sp. 
XL MlAF 11-0502, paratype, Higher-level 
Archaeocyathid Reefs, east of L'anse au 
Clair, Labrador. Stereoscopically paired 
~~s~gthemte~l~ 
structure where the outer wall is oom-
pletely eroded away. 
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Plate 40 - Ajacicyathus richardsoni nov. sp. and 
Pycnoidocyathus profundus (Okulitch) 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Ajacicyathus richardsoni nov. sp. 
Xl. MUAF 07-0501, Higher-~vel Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Taylor's Gulch, Labrador. Stereosoopi-
cally paired photographs of paratype, shCMing 
annulated outer wall and narrow curving lower 
portion of cup. 
Pyc:noidocyathus profundus (Okulitch) 
XO. 7. MUAF 07-1003, Higher-~vel Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Taylor's Gulch, Labrador. Stereosoopically 
paired photographs showing the strongly annulated 
outer wall. 
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Plate 41 - Pycnoidocyathus aroourensis (Okulitch) 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Pycnoidocyathus anDurensis (Okuli tch) 
Xl. MUAF lQ-0905, Lower-Ievel Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Forteau Point, Labrador. Naturally 
weathered cross section with sane skeletal 
elements of Archaeocyathus irregularis nov. 
sp. crossing the central cavity. 
Pycnoidocyathus anourensis (Okulitch) 
Xl. MUAF 07-0903, Higher-Ievel Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Taylor's Gulch, Labrador. catplete cup 
with the outer wall weathered away shaving the 
intervallum structure. 
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Plate 42 - Pycnoidocyathus profundus (Okulitch) 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Pycnoidocyathus proftmdus (Okulitch) 
XO. 7. MUAF 07-1004, Higher-level Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Taylor's Gulch, Labrador. Stereoscopically 
paired photographs shCMing the upper half of an 
i.ncarplete cup. 
Pyc::lDidocyathus profundus (Okulitch) 
XO. 7. MUAF 07-1005, Higher-level Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Taylor's Gulch, Labrador. Stereoscopically 
paired pho~aphs shCMing the lc:Mer portion of a 
strongly annulated cup. 
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Plate 43 - Pycnoidocyathus loupensis (Okulitch) and 
Pycnoidocyathus aroc>urensis (Okulitch) 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Pycnoidocyathus loupensis (Okulitch) 
xo.s. MUAF 03-1201 1 Higher-level Archaeocyathid 
Reefs 1 Fox Cove, Labrador. StereoscopicallY 
paired photographs sho.ring the shallow saucer-
shaped cup and cross section of the lower portion 
of the cup. 
Pycnoidocyathus anourensis (Okulitch) 
XO. 3. MUAF 04-0906 1 Iower-Ievel Archaeocyathid 
Reefs 1 Point Aloour, Labrador. Stereoscopically 
paired photographs of a naturally weathered 
longitudinal section showir.tg numerous parieties 
and dissepim:mts. Several layers of exocyathid 
tissue are seen enclosing the outer wall. 
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Plate 44 - Pycnoidocyathus loupensis (Okuli tch) 
Pycnoidocyathus sp. 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Pycnoidocyathus louperu;is (Okulitch) 
X0.4. MUAF 04-12011 Higher-Level Archaeocyathid 
Reefs 1 Point ArrDur 1 Labrador. Stereosoopically 
paired photographs shCMing the annulated outer 
wall. 
Pycnoidocyathus sp. 
X0.6. MUAF 03-14011 Higher-level Archaeocyathid 
Reefs 1 Fax Cove 1 Labrador. Stereoscopically 
paired photographs showing the flattened fusifonn 
cup and the strongly annulated outer wall. 
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Plate 45 - Syringocyathus canadensis Okulitch 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Syringocyathus canadensis Okuli tch 
xo. 7. MUAF 11-2005, Hi~Ievel Archaeocyathid . 
Reefs, east of L 1 anse au Clair. Stereosoopically 
paired {ilotograt;hs of a block of fossiliferous 
reef l:irnestone carp:>sed entirely of s. canadensis. 
Syri.ngocyathus canadensis Okulitch 
Xl. 7. MUAF 08-2007, !ower-level Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Buckle 1 s Point, Forteau Bay, Labrador. 
Stereoscopic photograpu; of a weathered specimen 
shadng an etched surface of the longitudinal 
section with the intervallum structure clearly 
revealed. 
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Plate 46 - Obolella chranatica Billings 
Figure Page 
1. Obolella chmnatica Billin]s 96 
X2.5. MUBF ll-0101, east of L'anse au Clair. 
'!hick shell shc:Ming distinct growth lines. 
2. Same specim:m showing lateral view. 96 
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Plate 47 - Nisusia oriens Walcott and 
Kut01:gina cingulata (Billings) 
Figure 
2 •. 
Nisusia oriens walcott 
X2.5. MUBF 05-0301, L'anse Amour, Labrador. 
Kutorgina cingulata (Billings) 
X2.5. MUBF 07-0202, Taylor's Gulch, Labrador. 
Brachial valve shc:Min9 grcMth lines • 
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Plate 48 - Salterella rugosa Billings and 
Salterella sp. 
Figure 
1. Salterella rugosa Billings 
X12. MUSF 02-0101, Upper Member, Forteau 
fonnation, L'anse au Loup. Longitudinal 
section of a cx:tlPlete cxmch e:rbedded in a 
matrix of oolitic limestone. 
-2. Salterella sp. 
X12. MUSF 09-0201, !£Mer Menber, Forteau 
fonnation, Forteau. wngitudinal section 
of the long, slender, straight conch, showing 
the widely spaced conical septa. The lilre-
stone that contains this fossil is an algal 
limestone. 
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Plate 49 - Hyolithes billingsi Walcott 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Hyolithes billingsi Walcott 
X3. MUHF 11-0101, east of L'anse au Clair. 
Side view of a carq;>lete oone. 
Photanicrograph of a Hyolithes lbnestone lens in 
the Lower-Level Archaeocyathid Reefs, showing 
the subtriangular cross sections of the fossil. 
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Plate 50 - Olenellus thanpsoni (Hall) 
_Figure 
1. Olenellus thanpsoni (Hall) 
Xl.S. MUTF 06-0101, crow Head, English Point, 
Labrador. An allrost complete speciman sharing 
a well preserved cephalon and thorax. 
Olenellus thanpsoni (Hall) 
X1.25. MUTF 06-0102, crow Head, English Point, 
Labrador. Photograph of a large cephal on. 
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Plate 51 - Olenellus thanpsoni (Hall) am 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Bonnia sp. 
Olenellus tharp;oni (Hall) 
Xl.S. Ml1l'F 06-0103, Crow Head, English Point, 
Labrador. Specimen with well preserved thorax 
but crushed ceJ;ilalon. '!he pleural spines are 
backwardly directed and with distinCt pleural 
furrows. 
Bonnia sp. 
X6. MUTF 05-0201, L'anse Am::>ur, Labrador. 
Magnified photograph of a cephalon, shc:Ming 
texture on the cephalon • 
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Plate 52 - Solenox;:ora belemnos nov. sp. 
Figure 
l. 
2. 
Solenopora belennos nov. sp. Holotype. 
X20. MOCF 09-0101, Lower-Level Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Forteau, Labrador. Cell threads are 
straight lance-shaped. It is seen attached to 
an archaeocyathid, part of which is in the lower 
right of the };ilotanicrograph. 
Solenox;:ora belemnos nov. sp. Paratype. 
X20. MOCF 04-0101, I.Dwer-Level Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Point Am:>ur, Labradoz·. The straight 
cell threads here are short. 
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Plate 53 - Solenopora belennos nov. sp. 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Solenopora belennos nov. sp. 
X20. w:F 04-0311, U:Jwer-Ievel Ardlaeocyathid 
Reefs, Point Anour, Labrador. ~g, straight, 
loosely packed, radia~g, spear-shaped cell 
th.reads of Solenopora belennos nov. sp. are 
seen attadled en top of Seletanella forteauensis 
nov. sp. 
Solenopora belennos nov. sp. 
X20. M.JAF 05-0201, ~r-Ievel Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, L'anse Arrour. Straight, radiating cell 
tlu:eads are seen in the intervallum of Ajaci-
cyathus Qmfuncbminus. In the centre of the 
photomicrograph cross secticns of cell th.reads 
are shown. 
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Plate 54 - Solenopora taylorensis nov. sp. 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Solenopora taylorensis nov. sp. 
xao. MOCF 07-0201, Upper .Menber, Forteau 
fonnation, Taylor's Gulch, labrador. Hole-
type. 'Ihe round nodular algal mass is em-
bedded in a g:roundmass of clear sparite. 
Cross sections of cell threads and the thick 
cell walls are sha.m • 
Solenopora taylorensis nov. sp. 
xao. MUCF 07-0201, Upper Manber, Forteau 
fonnation, Taylor's Gulch, Labrador. Para-
type, showing several "conceptacles" . 
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Plate 55 - seletonella forteal.EilSis nov. sp. 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Seletonella forteal.EilSis nov. sp. 
xso. MX:F 04-0305 1 IcMe:t.-I.evel Ardlaeocyathid 
Peefs 1 Point AnDur Li~t House 1 Labrador. Hole-
type 1 vertical section cut parallel to the lang 
axis of the fossil 1 sharing the alga attached 
to a flat shell fra91B1t. 
Seletonella forteauensis nov. sp. 
XSO. MJCF 04-0305 1 !£Mer-level Archaeocyathid 
Peefs 1 Point Anour Light House. Section grazing 
the surface of the sheath of a fusiform speci-
nen. This top view shc:Ms the orderly arrang=-
nent of the brandles and the characteristic 
radiating and astarisk central cavities in the 
cross section of the branches. 
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Plate 56 - Seletanella forteauensis nov. sp. 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Seletonella forteauensis nov. sp. 
XSO. MJCF 04-0309, J:a.Jer-Ievel Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Point Airour Light House, Labrador. 
Vertical cross section perpendicular to the 
long axis of the fossil. The alga is attached 
to a shell fragnent. 
Seletonella forteauensis nov. sp. 
xao. MJCF 04-0305, U:Mer-Ievel Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Point Airour r,ight House, Labrador. 
Horizontal sectim of a paratype grazing the 
surface shc:Ming the hemi.sphe:roidal form. 
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Plate 57 - Seletonella forteauensis nov. sp. 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Seletonella forteauensis nov. sp. 
XlOO. MtO' 04-0306, Lower-Level Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Point Airour Light House, Labrador. Section 
through the exoskeleton of a trilobite on which 
the dasyclad alga settled. 
Seletonella forteauensis nov. sp. 
X20. MUCF 04-0313, IDwer-Level Archaeocyathid 
Reefs, Point Alrour Light House, Labrador. Three 
colonies of s. forteauensis on a fragment of 
exoskeleton of a trilobite: one on the central 
lobe, and the other two on the two lateral 
lobes. 
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Plate 58 - Girvanella incrustans {Bornenann) 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Girvanella incrustans (Bornemann) 
XlOOo MOCF 09-0401, Upper Member, Forteau 
fo:tmation, Forteau, Labrador. Section cut 
horizontally showing the loosely packed 
twisting fine tubes and nurrerous cross sec-
tions of such tubes. 
Girvanella incrustans (Bornemann) 
XlOO o MOCF 09-0402, Upper Member, Forteau 
fo:tmation, Forteau, Labrador o Vertical sec-
tion cut perpendicular to the disc of the 
algal oolony. Fewer cross sections of algal 
tubes are shown in section cut in this orient-
ation than in horizontal sections. 
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Plate 59 - Girvanella mexicana Johnson 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Girvanella mexicana Johnson 
X3. MOC:F 06-0501, Upper .Menber, Forteau 
foJ:Illation, C:rcM Head near English Point, 
Labrador. Photograph taken under low 
magnifying power to show the variably-
sized algal colonies embedded in a matrix 
canposed of spari tes, algal dusts, and 
the algal species Solenopora taylorensis 
nov. sp. 
Girvanella mexicana Johnson 
X3. MOC:F 08-0501, Upper Manber, Forteau 
fonna.tion, Buckle's Point, Forteau Bay, 
Labrador. 
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Plate 60 - Girvanella nexicana Jolmsm 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Girvanella nexicana Jolmsm 
XlOO. Ml£F 06-0501, Upper M;mber, Forteau 
formation, Cra-1 Head near English Point, 
Labrador. Fine algal tubes are loosely 
packed and randomly twisted. 
Girvanella nexi.cana Jolmsm 
XlOO. Mn' 06-0501, Upper M:nber, Forteau 
formation, Crc:M Head near English Point, 
Labrador. The algal tubes are lang and 
densely packed ~ther. 
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Plate 61 - Collenia filosa nov. sp. 
Figure 
1. 
2. 
Collenia filosa nov. sp. 
X2.25. M£F 09-0702, Upper M:mber, Forteau 
fornaticn, Forteau, Labrador. Slightly en-
larged photograph shadng encrusting digital 
forns and inter-digital spaces filled with 
exotic material. 
Collenia filosa nov. sp. 
XlOO. MJCF 09-0701, holotype, Upper M:rrber, 
Forteau fonnatian, Forteau, Labrador. Photo-
micrograph shc:Ming twisting algal tubes. 
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APPENDIX 
Descriptim of Archaeocyathid Localities 
Iocalities of outcrops in which archaeocyathid reefs 
are exposed are distributed alO:Og the northern coast of the Straits 
of Belle Isle where the Precanbrian "granitic" basenent is covered 
with canbrian sedilrentary rocks. Wcalities fn:m which specirrens 
of archaeocyathid fossils were collected and studied are nuni:>ered 
fran the east to the west in the acconpanying map (Plate 62). Brief 
descriptions of localities and the_ generalized lithology of ~ed 
rocks are. given belc:M: 
Locality 01: Archaeocyathid reef. This locality is situated at 
an elevaticn of 350 feet on the southern slope of Bouger Hill 
situated between west St. M:>deste and capstan Island. Quartzitic 
sedinentaJ:y rocks of the Bradore fo:r:natian fonn bold cliffs an 
the southern seaward facing slope of Bouger Hill. The top of 
Bradore fotnatian reaches a he:ight of 340 feet. '!he dolomitic 
bed which conprises the base of the Farteau formation crops out 
at this height and resting on it is the archaeocyathid reef which 
is overlain by thin beds of grey calcareous shale. 
Locality 02: On the hill top at an elevation of 1,117 feet at the 
heads of the L'anse au Loup and L'anse au Diable Valleys the Higher-
Level ArchaeoCYathid Reefs crop out as small scattered blocks only· 
r. ··.;· 
·.:·t,;. 
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Here the archaeocyathid fossils wem well developed. At a lc::Mer 
level the Upper M:mber of the Forteau fonraticn crops out and is 
a grey calcareous shale. 
locality 03: At Fox Cove, where Locality 03 is situated, both 
the Higher and lcMer-level Archaeocyathid Reefs wem extensively 
~. This locality is c:mside:red to be the best place for 
collecting archaeoc.yathid fossils. Archaeocyathid fossils, 
weathered free from the matrix fran both the Higher and !£Mer-
level Archaeocyathid IEefs, we.:re scattered along the ooast line 
but here one carmot be sure of their strat:Lgra{ilic origin. 'Ihe 
Iower-Ievel Archaeocyathid Reefs sha-~ well developed :reefoid 
forns, which :reach a height of 20 to 30 feet. '!he Higher-level 
Archaeocyathid Reefs conprise part of a thick flat-lying platform 
:reef cx:mplex. 
IDcali ty 04: This locality oonsists of extensive outcrops: 
one outcrop is imrediately bela-~ the Point Anour Light House; 
and the other at Point Anour one mile south of the village of 
L • anse AnDur. Below the light house the .I.cwer-Ievel Reefs crop 
out extensively along the coast line; wt.dle the Higher-level 
Reefs recede northwaro for a distance of 1, 000 ft · , and are 
nostly covered by vegetation. At Point Anour both the Higher 
and IJ::Mer-Level Reefs crop out: the !£Mer along the coast line 
- :J ;;;;g;.:::- · - . 
t I . · . 
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with well developed reefoid forms, and the Higher occupying a 
higher altitude and fonnin.g cliffs aco;ssible from the road. 
'!he Higher-Ievel Archaeocyathid Reefs are grey in colour both 
at the Point Anour Light House and Point Anour and cx:mtain a 
high anount of argillaceous material. The Iower-Ievel Archaeo-
cyathid Reefs, oo the contrary, are mJStly red in colour and 
cmtain vezy little argillaceous material. 
Iocali ty 05: Specinens labelled 05 were collected from the 
northeasblam trending valley located innediately north of L'anse 
Ancur, and also fran outcrq;>S that were ~ by excavation 
aloog the road between English Point and L'anse au Loup. At these 
localities ooly the J:a..rer-Ievel Archaeocyathid Reefs are present. 
Iocality 06: This locality is situated near English Point. 
Grey, muddy, reef linestone of the Higher-Ievel Archaeocyathid 
Reefs crop out along a J.a.l cliff. 
Locality 07: Taylor's Gulch. Here at a height of 450 ft. the 
Higher-Level Archaeocyathid Reefs crop out in the fonn of lCM 
cliffs. The reef linestone is mainly grey in colour but locally 
sare of the reef l.inestone is red in colour. '!be archaeocyathid 
fossils are well develop:d both in fonn and size. 
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Iccality 08: Wcality 08 is on a hill top to the west of Buckle's 
Point. 'Ihe Higher-Ievel Archaeocyathid Reefs crop out and are over-
lam by clastic l:ilrest.ane beds catpa:;ed of archaeocyathid and other 
fossil fragrcentc:; • Both. grey and red ooloured reef facies are present. 
IDeality 09: Above the Village of Forteau two small reef bodies 
were exposed during road buil~g. 'lhese reef bodies, the lCMer 
red in oolour and the upper grey, rest an beds of dolomite which 
axe slightly crunpled in appearanoo. Inte:J:bedded in these reef 
bodies are beds of calcareous. gmy shale rich in trilabi te exo-
skeletons. 
Iocality 10: Fossil specinens from Iocality 10 were oollected 
from al~g the shore of the headland naned Forteau Point. All the 
outcrops al~g this stretch of the ooast line contain reefs be-
langjng to the I£Mer-Ievel Archaeocyathid Reefs. Reefoid ferns 
wem well developed and attain heights ranging from 25 to 30 feet. 
'Ihe colour of the reef linestone is red. 
Iocali. ty 11: '!Wo miles to the northeast of L'anse au Clair the 
Higher-revel ArchaeocyatJri.d Reefs crop out as cliffs that fringe 
the northem shore of a srrall lake an the north side of the road 
fran Forteau to L'anse au Clair. Reefs fotmd here are roostly red 
in oolour although grey-coloured reef facies are also present • 
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This locality is also ooe of the best oollecting sites for arch-
aeocyathids. Free weathered specinens are scatteJ:ed along the 
foot of the cliffs an the slopes. '!he Iaver-Ievel Ardlaeocyathid 
:Reefs are also ~ed in a series of snall outcrq>s located in 
the bed of a snall CJ:eek that leads out of the lake. 
Iocali ty 12: The r.:>ad leading from L'anse au Clair to Blanc 
Sabloo is situated an a terrace at an altitude of 350 feet. 
Archaeocyathid reefs of the Iave.r-Ievel Archaeocyathid !Eefs 
crq;> out alO:Ilg the road and m the terrace. At this locality 
reef bodies stand out as small knolls of Ieddi.sh. reef l:inestane. 
Iocality 13: At Blanc Sablan outcrops of the U:Mer-Ievel Arch-
aeocyathid Reefs are an strike with those seen at L • anse au 
Clair and occur here 350 feet above sea level. '!he reefs rest 
an the dolani te bed which is used to nark the base of Forteau 
fm:naticn. The oolour of these :reefs is ncstly red, and the 
reefoid fonn is well developed. 
Locality 14: 'Ibis locality occurs at the top of the hill situated 
between Blanc Sablan and Long Point. '!he elevation of this locality 
is 300 feet. The Iaoler-I.evel Archaeocyathid Feefs cap the top and 
appear Jmoll-like when viewed from the road belc:M the hill. 
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Iocality 15: At ~g Point, the Iaoler-I.evel Archaeocyathid Reefs 
stand out as knolls on the flat-ly~g Bradore fonratian as a :result 
of dif:fel:ential erosion. Here the red-oolom:ed 1:eefs m:u:X the 
westem extremity of the archaeocyathid reefs fomd in the thesis 
azea • 
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Plafe 63- D::sfribufion of Arr:haeoc{afh,'d 
-fossils ,'n 7J;fferenf· LocQJ,·;;er. 
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